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Introduction
The policies and procedures outlined in this manual come from the experience, strength and hope of those who
have gone before us in this fellowship. These are things that have worked. Each policy or procedure exists because
the Board of Trustees has discussed and voted on motions at Board Meetings or the Fellowship has voted and
approved items through the official ballot process. This is a record of what we need to do to keep our fellowship
business running smoothly, when it needs to be done, and how we have done things in the past so we can keep the
continuity.
This manual is intended to be a constant work in progress, forever updated with new information. The Board of
Trustees will update it, likely with the assistance of an appropriate WSO committee, as experience warrants. Any
RCA member can suggest changes by contacting the RCA WSO Board of Trustees. If the item is not resolved after
discussion with the BOT, the item can be brought before the voting delegate body at the Annual business meeting.
Any changes to the policies and procedures in the Manual can be done by the body that originally approved that
section and will be annotated with “By vote of the Fellowship at the XXXX Annual Business Meeting” or with “By vote
of the RCA Board of Trustees” and the date of that action.
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Mission Statement:
The RCA WSO Board of Trustees primary purpose is to carry the message of Recovering Couples
Anonymous to all couples who still suffer. To ensure that changes within come only as a response to the
needs and wants of all and not the few; being guided by the will of our Higher Power and using the
principles established in the Traditions.

Vision Statement:
Our vision is a world where couples have the opportunity to find the spiritual tools and fellowship they
need to create safe, loving, committed relationships that flourish.
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NOTE:
This Manual is being posted in an unfinished state in September, 2018. This is done so that it is available
to the Fellowship and to the Board of Trustees and the WSO committees for use. As additions and
corrections are accomplished, they will be added to the posted manual.

The Manual at this time requires Formatting and Editing.

The RCA By-laws require that the Policies and Procedures Manual be posted and additions be included
as they occur
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Section 1.0
Requirement for the Manual and Relationship to Other Provisions Governing
the WSO

Policy and Procedure Manual (PPM) To Be Posted On-line
(Fellowship approved October 2010 ABM - Directly from the RCA Bylaws)
The Board of Trustees shall establish, publish, and maintain a Policy and Procedure
Manual (PPM) in accordance with the following requirements:
1. RCA’s PPM shall be available on-line in the members-only portion of the
website.
2. The Board shall keep the PPM current with all changes and additions that are
adopted by the Board.
3. This provision shall not invest the Board of Trustees with any
additional authority other than that delegated to it by specific
provisions of the bylaws. The Board of Trustees is subordinate to the
Fellowship. The Board is required to comply with the provisions of
Robert’s Rules of Order unless a specific provision of the bylaws
provides otherwise.
4. The policies and procedures adopted by the Board shall comply with the
various provisions of federal and state law governing the operations of the
RCA World Service Organization including: federal law applicable to tax
exempt organizations; Missouri law applicable to nonprofit corporations; all
other laws applicable to the business operations of the RCA World Service
Organization.
5. Consistent with the status of the Board of Trustees as a subordinate board,
the Fellowship shall have the right to modify or invalidate any policy or
procedure adopted by the Board of Trustees. The Fellowship may exercise
this authority by majority vote of the Fellowship taken at the annual
business meeting or by means of vote by mail.
6. The Board shall retain on the website the original text of any policy
and procedure that has been superseded by any new or modified
version of same.page

There are two types of policies and procedures (Fellowship approved versus
Board approved)

Section 2.0

Annual Business Meeting

The Annual Business Meeting is the mechanism by which the RCA Fellowship
conducts its business. Ballot issues that have been put before the Fellowship by
official notice prior to the meeting are voted on by delegate couples. Each RCA
group can send one delegate couple to carry the group’s vote.
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RCA has a unique system that allows groups that are unable to send a delegate
couple to send in their vote on ballot issues by electronic means or postal mail.
These votes are tallied and announced in the hall after the voting of the
delegates present in the hall and those participating remotely by electronic
means. The combination of these by-mail votes with the votes of the delegates
present in the hall decides the issue of ballot measures.
The laws of the state of Missouri, where RCA is registered, requires reports from
the Chair of the Board of Trustees and from the Treasurer. Then the assembly
addresses the items on that year’s ballot. Finally, there is time for any new
business to be raised.

RCA members who are not delegates for their group are encouraged to attend
the ABM. They may participate in all aspects of the meeting except for voting.


Groups register their delegates by submitting a
Delegate Designation Form, preferably done on-line
beforehand.



Delegate couples, in addition to representing their own
group, can carry the proxy of one other group. Both
represented groups must register their delegates with a
completed form.
All persons attending the ABM will have badges issued by
the Structure Committee. The badges will have the
person’s name and home group. The colors will indicate
how many votes the couple carries.
• Delegate couple carrying one vote is issued
yellow badges and gets one vote between them
on all issues.
• Delegate couple whose group voted by mail has
orange badges and do not vote in the hall on
ballot issues.
• Delegate couple with a proxy, when, neither
group voted by mail, have blue badges and have
two votes between them on ballot issues
• Delegate couple with a proxy, one of the groups
voted by mail, have green badges and get one
vote between them on ballot issues.
• Delegate couple with a proxy, both groups voted
by mail, have red badges and get no votes on
ballot issues.
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•

•

RCA members who are not delegates have white
badges and can participate in all aspects of the
meeting such as discussion and making of
motions but cannot vote on any issue.
Non Member visitors to the meeting are issued
beige badges. They must sign confidentiality
agreement forms.

Procedures for Annual Business Meeting (ABM)
The Annual Business Meetings are conducted according to the “RCA Standing

Rules for the Annual Meetings” which, based on Roberts Rules of Order, were
approved by the Fellowship in 2013. The Board Chair or Vice Chair conducts the
meeting with the assistance of a parliamentarian. The hope is to conduct the
meeting with a focus on principles, not on personalities. A person may speak
when recognized by the presiding officer, after which the person has the
exclusive right to be heard.
The purpose of debate in the ABM is discussion of the merits of a proposal.
When a question is pending, a member can condemn the nature or likely
consequences of the proposed measure in strong terms but the member must
avoid personalities. Under no circumstances can the member attack or question
the motives of another member. The measure, not the member is the subject of
the debate.

ABM Ballot Process
The Board of Trustees in 2015 adopted a ballot process that provides
for more Fellowship participation in the choices about proposals that
are to be considered at each year’s Annual Business Meeting. That
new process has since been ratified by the vote of the Fellowship,
The process involves Fellowship ranking of all the submitted
proposals which determines in which order they will appear on the
ballot. If there were to be more than eight proposals submitted in a
given year, the ranking by the Fellowship would determine which
eight would appear on the ballot, eight being the maximum number
we could deal with in our one day ABM.
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There is a highly structured time table covering the steps leading up to
each year’s ABM. Dates for various events, required notifications and
which RCA committees or Fellowship members are involved. The
Structure Committee and the Board of Trustees follow these
guidelines throughout the year. See Appendix A of this manual for the
complete document which established this process. Pages 6 through 9
of that document are tables giving a quick reference for important
dates and events.

Section 3.0

Board of Trustees

Trustee Guidelines
(Board approved: June 2012)
Following are guidelines for new couples stepping into the position of Board Trustee
for the RCA fellowship:
The Board (a maximum of nine voting couples and two alternate non-voting couples,
or a minimum of four voting couples) meets monthly via Zoom or telephone. If
unable to attend a scheduled meeting, please notify the chair a week before. If you
have a Board service position or assignment, please find someone willing to
represent you. All Board couples will have a contact list for those currently serving
on the Board. Identity information of Board members is required under some state
and federal laws. We do our best to maintain anonymity during meetings and
discussions to honor our traditions.
The Executive Board consists of the chair, vice-chair, secretary and treasurer. This is
a core group and may be required to meet in an emergency. These positions are
essential parts of a functioning whole, and if unable to be at a meeting, again, please
find someone who will stand in for you (e.g., take notes, present a report or progress
notes).
Email votes and discussions may be necessary at other times. It is important to
read, consider, and respond to issues. Minority opinions are honored, and voicing
them will help the Board to create an informed group conscience.
The annual business meeting requires attendance of all serving Board members
(virtual attendance is allowable if necessary). The Board might also schedule an
annual retreat-style, two day meeting in person. Attendance in person is highly
recommended. If that is not possible, please be willing to reserve the weekend and
attend virtually. This is the opportunity for the Board to work on the projects and
goals for the year, and to help create and strengthen the working relationship of
the group.
Serving as a couple can be a challenging but very rewarding experience. There
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are couples (present and past Board members) that are willing to be service
sponsors.
We encourage Board couples to stay in touch and to keep current with the rest of
the Board. If there is an issue or struggle, or if your coupleship is not able to
participate in Board service, please email the Chair and let them know. If you do
need to resign from the Board, please advise the Chair first. This will give the Board
a chance to prepare for the shift in the quorum and they will follow up with it
officially at the next meeting. The WSO board is a close-knit group, and other Board
couples can offer you prayers and support. .
It is suggested that all Board members serve on a committee while on the Board.
Committees need to have the ongoing presence of a Board member/couple. Board
volunteers need to be active participants and listeners in the work that is being
done by committees. This also enhances the connection of the Board with
committees and the flow of knowledge from year to year. It also helps Board
members to gain other perspectives.

Board of Trustees Meetings
Location and times: Board meetings shall be held generally on the third Sunday of
the month. One face-to-face meeting might be held midterm, the location being a
future convention site, if possible. The Fellowship’s Annual Business Meeting will be
held on Friday before the annual RCA Convention.
Readings at Beginning of Board Meetings: All meetings of the RCA Board of Trustees
will begin with the reading of the RCA Board of Trustees Mission Statement and
Vision Statement followed by the RCA Safety Guidelines for Board Meetings and the
RCA Concept of Service for the current month.

(Board approved: August 10, 2016)

GUIDELINES FOR WSO BOARD OF TRUSTEES
MEETINGS
1. Sources: These guidelines summarize the applicable
requirements of the Missouri Nonprofit Corporation statute and
those of the WSO Bylaws, as well as the guidelines in Robert’s Rules
for the meetings of small boards.
2. Notice and Agenda: The Board Chair is responsible for
providing reasonable notice of Board meetings. Ordinarily,
Board members should receive a proposed meeting agenda
prior to each meeting.
3. Quorum: A quorum of two-thirds of the Board members is required.
4. Voting: Board couples shall vote on Board business as individuals, rather
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than as couples. A decision requires a simple majority of the Board
members present and eligible to vote, including those voting by proxy.

5. Voting Proxy. Any individual Board member absent from a Board meeting
may vote by proxy on any motion published to the Board members prior
to that meeting.

6. Minutes: The Board Secretary is to arrange that minutes be
taken at each meeting. Ordinarily, minutes of the prior
meeting are to be reviewed at each meeting.
7. Reports: Reports from the Board officers and the WSO committee
are to be included on the agenda. Written committee reports
should be requested.
8. Scope: Ordinarily, both Unfinished Business and the opportunity for
New Business should be included on the agenda.
9. Meeting Procedures: The procedures should be as informal and as
simple as possible.


Informal discussion of a subject is permitted without the need to
have a motion pending.



Generally, discussion should be limited to one subject or topic at a
time.



The Chair may speak during all discussions.



The Chair will recognize all board members wishing to speak
and determine the order of those speaking.



The number of times a board member can speak on
question is not limited, unless a motion to end discussion
passes by a two-thirds majority.



A motion may be postponed, unless an immediate decision is
required.



When a proposal is perfectly clear to all present, a vote can
be taken without a motion having been introduced.

• Unless agreed to by unanimous consent, all proposed
actions must be approved by vote. The Chair has the right
to vote whenever a vote is taken.

• After a vote is taken, there will be an opportunity for minority
opinions.

• Between Board meetings, votes may be taken by Doodle or email polls. The results of all such votes are to be announced at
next Board meeting and may be ratified if requested.
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10. Open Meeting: Board meetings are open to RCA members, unless
the Board meets in an executive session to address a sensitive
matter.

September 11, 2016

READINGS FOR RCA BOARD OF TRUSTEES
MEETINGS
Safety Guidelines for Board Meetings
We are here to share our experience in business matters, keeping to the spirit of RCA,
with our fellowship as the beneficiaries of our knowledge and learning experiences.
There must be healthy, respectful, back and forth dialogue in a business-meeting
setting or we cannot be productive.
There must be room for each member’s opinion, both minority and majority. The
informed
minority opinion may further inform the group, or it may not. But it is the duty of
the Board members to listen and reflect upon it. Ultimately, the informed majority
will prevail.
It is our duty to remember that we are here to discuss and debate issues. As we do
this, we respect and value each individual as we seek to accomplish our goals as
Board members.

RCA Concepts of Service
1. Final responsibility and ultimate authority for RCA world services
should always reside in the collective conscience of our whole
Fellowship.
2. The member groups by their participation at the annual business
meeting and in special balloting are the active voice and the effective
conscience of RCA in its world services.
3. To ensure effective leadership, the Fellowship should endow each
element of the RCA World Service Organization (WSO) with sufficient
authority to match its assigned responsibilities. Delegated authority
should always be subject to reporting and monitoring.
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4. Throughout the WSO each member of a service body should be given
equal opportunity to fully participate in decisions made by that body.
5. Throughout our service structure, a traditional Right of Appeal ought to
prevail, so that minority opinion will be heard and personal grievances will
receive careful consideration without fear of reprisal.
6. The Fellowship recognizes that the primary administrative
responsibility in most world service matters should be exercised by
the Board of Trustees of the RCA World Service Organization.
7. The RCA Bylaws and Special Rules of Order, as well as those specific
policies and procedures approved by the Fellowship, empower and
regulate the Board of Trustees in its management and conduct of world
service affairs. These instruments are consistent with the RCA Traditions
which make the Board directly responsible to the Fellowship.
8. The Board of Trustees is the principal planner and administrator of overall
policy and finance for the RCA– WSO. It is entrusted with the responsible
management of RCA funds, which are to be used to further the
Fellowship’s primary purpose. The Board is responsible for the monitoring
and oversight of contracted service providers.
9. Good leadership at all service levels is indispensable for our future
functioning and safety. While the Board of Trustees provides the primary
leadership in the area of world service, effective leadership is also
necessary at all service levels.
10. In all cases, service responsibility and authority should be matched and
well defined. Double-headed management is to be avoided.
Accountability should be clearly defined and should include a single point
of contact for reporting.
11. To ensure the Board of Trustees has the best possible support, serious
attention should be given to the qualifications of committee members
and service providers, and to clearly define their responsibility and
authority.
12. The spiritual foundation of the RCA World Service Organization is
contained in the RCA Traditions, and should ensure that:
a. No RCA service body, including the Board of Trustees and all its
committees, ever becomes the seat of perilous wealth or power.
b. Sufficient operating funds and reserve be the World Service
Organization’s prudent financial principle.
c. No RCA member ever be placed in a position of unqualified authority
over others.
d. All important decisions are reached by discussion, vote, and wherever
possible by substantial unanimity.
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e. No service action ever be personally punitive nor an incitement to public
controversy.
No RCA service body, including the Board of Trustees and all its committees, ever
performs acts of government, and that, like the Fellowship they serve, they
always remain democratic in thought and action

Board of Trustees – Officers
Officers of the Board of Trustees consist of a Chair, a Vice-Chair, a Secretary and a
Treasurer.
Service as WSO Board of Trustees’ Officer:
During a term on the Board of Trustees, there shall be no restriction on any
Board member from holding the following positions for more than one year:
Chair, Vice-Chair, Treasurer, or Secretary.
{ Fellowship approved July 2011
ABM)

Board Chair















Presides at all Board of Trustees meetings.
Currently, meetings are held the second Sunday of the month via Zoom or
telephone.
Creates Agenda
Meets with Vice Chair via Zoom 1 to 2 weeks prior the monthly meetings to
discuss the committee reports and pending items
Connects trustees, contractors and fellowship via Zoom / conference call
Posts agenda and meeting information on the business forum
Presides at the annual R.C.A.C. and throughout the Annual Business
Meeting (the outgoing Chair shall preside throughout the R.C.A.C. and at
the first meeting of the new Board directly after the convention).
Signs papers and documents as needed upon proper authorization by the
Board.
Creates or designates creation of E-News for fellowship – at least once per
quarter
Creates or designates creation of Surveys as needed to gather RCA information
Assigns points of contact for all contracted service providers on a regular basis
Recommend changes, updates, deletions or additions of committees
Receive, compile and disseminate email from the fellowship on issues needing
fellowship input

Vice-Chair
 Perform all the duties of the Chair in the absence of the Chair
 Become Chair in case the Office of Chair becomes vacant. In such case a
new Vice-Chair shall be elected from the subsequent members of the
Board to fill the remainder of the term
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Maintain communications with all committees.
Use the Committee-Chair email to notify committees of Board
requirements and upcoming meetings, projects and decisions
Assemble reports from committee chairs and presents them at the Board
meetings
Attend committee meetings when possible or delegate other trustees to
attend.
Maintain list of committee chairs, email addresses, and meeting times
Lead the creation and retention of committee policies, missions and
projects in the administrative section
Inform Technology committee of changes in committee chairs or email
requirements
Assembles reports from contractors for Board meetings
Compile and create the Annual Report for the Annual business meeting

Secretary

The Secretary shall:
 Keep, or cause to be kept, an accurate record of all minutes of all Board
meetings and R.C.A.C. business meetings (currently held on the second
Sunday of each month)
 Submit minutes to Chair for Board approval
 Send approved minutes to website for posting in pdf format
 Maintain the action item list of the Trustees to ensure that all action items are
dispatched appropriately.
 Assist in the organization and retention of documents and legal papers
in the web site administrative archive
 Retains copies of current contracts of all contracted service providers
 Attest to all official business as required by the Board or by law.
 Ensure copies of the Annual Report and any other fellowship documents
are made and available at the Annual Business Meeting
Treasurer

The Treasurer shall:
 Connect with the contract service providers (Bookkeeper,
Communications, Web, and Merchandise) with instructions for
submitting invoices:
Ann Garrison (Bookkeeper)
anngarrisonbookkeeping@gmail.com
Bob Petitti (Communications)

rppetitti@aol.com

Brian Rouley(web) Company name: Mousehelp
mousehelp@rouzell.com
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Betsy Dintaman (Merchandise)

shipping@gmail.com :

•

Touch base with Financial Committee member David Harcos
dharcos@gmail.com , acting manager of the RCA accounts at Chase Bank.
Arrange to be added to the Chase bank account so as to be able to check
balances for the report. Everything else is paid by our Bookkeeper through
on-line banking. International wire transfers are arranged by the acting
manager of the Chase accounts.

•

Receive a monthly financial report from the Bookkeeper and translate it for
ease of understanding into a monthly Treasurer's Report, which is e-mailed
to members of the Board, and presented at monthly Board meetings. This is
accomplished by adding the monthly income (7th Tradition, merchandise
sales, convention income), subtracting expenses (cost of goods sold,
contract labor, professional fees, bank fees, etc.), checking the bank
balance, and keeping the Board informed of RCA’s current financial status.

•

Submit a financial report covering the preceding 12 month period, to be
included in the Annual report for the annual business meeting

•

Forward a copy of the current treasurer’s report each quarter to the editor
of the Hand-in-Hand for publication. (articles@rca-wso.info)

The new treasurer should receive a copy of all current contracts with the service
providers to ensure payments made to them fall within the contract's approved
limits. Some months those limits may be exceeded (inventory purchase, shipping,
postage, copying, etc. may be extensive some months). Again, all these invoices
are paid by the bookkeeper.
The outgoing treasurer should provide the incoming treasurer with a recent copy
of the finances, produced by the bookkeeper, and a current treasurer's report to
use as guides for making future reports.
Occasionally there will be some contact regarding state taxes and insurance
payments, but the acting bank account manager (currently David H.) and
bookkeeper (Ann) help to look after payment of these bills. The acting bank
account manager will arrange for any necessary wire transfers.
Executive Committee
The Executive Committee shall consist of the Officers as defined in Article 4.3 of
WSO’s Bylaws, and shall have only the responsibility and authority defined by law
and as specifically defined and/or assigned by the Board.
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RESPONSIBLE MANAGEMENT OF WSOFUNDS.
(Approved by the Fellowship at the 2015 ABM)

Introduction:
1. Guidance: This policy is intended to provide guidance for Board
funding decisions and contains twelve sections, the text of which
starts on the indicated pages.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Responsibility for management of WSO funds.......................................................... 2
Deposit of funds......................................................................................................... 2
Authority to expend WSO funds ................................................................................ 2
Prior written approval required ................................................................................ 2
Contractual commitment .......................................................................................... 2
Exceptions for contracted service providers ............................................................. 3
Exception for emergency expenditure ...................................................................... 3
Budgeting ................................................................................................................... 3
WSO expenditures for annual meetings.................................................................... 3
Competitive contracting ............................................................................................ 3
Delegation of contract review to WSO working groups ............................................ 4
WSO fiscal year .......................................................................................................... 4

2. Board responsibility: The Board of Trustees is entrusted with the
responsible management of WSO funds, which are to be used only to
further the Fellowship’s primary purpose. The requirements covered
here apply to the use of funds within the WSO.

The Board is subordinate to the Fellowship and is required to
follow Fellowship’s directions.

This includes Fellowship directions on the specific use of WSO
funds.

Fellowship direction on the specific use of funds has been
infrequent.

Generally, WSO funds are expended on the basis of actions
taken by the Board of Trustees.
3. Standard financial policy provisions: The requirements specified in
this policy include the type of standard financial policies that should
be required for any well-managed non- profit corporation.

These requirements contain reasonable flexibility and delegate
substantial discretion to the Board of Trustees Treasurer.

There has never been a Fellowship-approved fiscal policy
providing guidance for the use of WSO funds.
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These fiscal guidelines have been structured as a Fellowshipapproved policy rather than as a Bylaw amendment.

The principal reason for this choice is to make it
easier to make changes that might be required in the
future.

Future modifications to a policy of this importance will
require a two-thirds majority for approval.

In contrast, modification of Bylaw provisions requires a
seventy-five percent majority.

4. Over 20 years of WSO operation: The WSO has been in operation for
over 20 years. Within the WSO there is substantial collective experience
and knowledge as to the fiscal issues and fiscal problems that have arisen
in the past. The time has come for the Fellowship to adopt reasonable
guidelines for the responsible management of WSO funds.
5. Appropriate group conscience: The appropriate group conscience for
important WSO decisions is that of the entire Fellowship. The First and
Second Concepts of Service speak to this.

Concept One: “Final responsibility and ultimate authority for RCA
world services should always reside in the collective conscience of our
whole Fellowship.”

Concept Two: “The member groups by their participation at the
annual business meeting and in special balloting are the active voice
and the effective conscience of RCA in its world services.”
6. Need for stability within the WSO: When important policies are being
considered, adoption by the Fellowship adds significantly to the stability
within the WSO. This policy is the type of important policy that should be
decided by the Fellowship.

The twelve sections of this policy follow.
Section 1. Responsibility: Within the WSO the Board of Trustees has the sole
responsibility for the control and use of all WSO funds.
Section 2. Deposit of funds: All WSO funds are to be deposited on a regular basis to
the credit of the WSO in such banks, trust companies, or other depositories as the
Board may select.
Section 3. Authority: The Board of Trustees has sole authority to commit WSO funds
by whatever means the funds are obligated.

Section 4: Prior written approval: No WSO funds are to be expended,
committed, or in any way obligated without the prior written permission of
the Board of Trustees.
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Permission is to be granted only if the Board is provided, in writing,
the specific amount and purpose of the expenditure along with an
explanation of each item included in the proposed expenditure.

Section 5. Contractual commitments: The required contracting procedures
are specified in this section:
1. Prior written approval: No WSO obligation is to be entered into
whether by contract, purchase order or any other contractual means
until the Board of Trustees grants prior approval in writing.
2. Care with respect to contractual commitments: The provisions of
paragraph 4.1.9 of the Bylaws apply to all contracts entered into that
involve the use of WSO funds. This Bylaw paragraph is titled: “Care
with Respect to WSO Contractual Commitments.”

3. Written authorization required for all agreements, oral or written: No
document un- der which the WSO incurs a financial obligation may be
signed or agreed to without the prior written authorization of the
Board of Trustees Treasurer or Chair in the Treasurer’s absence. This
requirement also applies to oral agreements that incur or may incur
WSO financial obligations.
Section 6. Exceptions for contracted service providers: Contracts with
service providers that have been approved in writing by the Board of Trustees
may include pre-authorized ex- penditures.
1. Pre-authorized expenditures: After discussion with the Board Chair,
the Board Treas- urer is to establish with each service provider a list of
pre-authorized expenditure types with a specified cost limit for each
type.

This process should be as simple ae possible so that there is no
hindrance, delay, or unnecessary effort imposed on the contracted
service provider.
2. High-cost purchases: High-cost purchases shall require the prior written
authorization of the Board of Trustees.
3. Cost level requiring approval: The Board Treasurer is to establish, with
each contracted service provider, the cost level of purchases requiring
prior written approval of the Board of Trustees.
Section 7. Exception for Emergency Expenditures: Expenditures made on an
emergency ba- ses that do not exceed $250 may be ratified and approved for
payment by the Board Treasurer if adequate written justification is provided.


Not applicable to service providers: This provision does not apply to
service providers. Exceptions for service providers are covered
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exclusively under section 6 above.
Section 8. Budgeting: With the assistance of the Finance Committee, the Treasurer of
the Board of Trustees is to prepare policies and procedures for establishing and
maintaining an an- nual WSO budget. The policies and procedures, along with each
annual budget, require the ap- proval of the Board of Trustees.

Section 9. WSO expenditures for the annual meetings: For each annual
convention, the WSO is to contract directly with the convention venue for all
services and support required for the annual business and the annual Boardelection meetings.
1. Separate contract: This contract is to be separate from contractual
arrangements made by the Convention Committee.
2. Board approval: This contract requires the prior written approval of
the Board of Trustees prior to incurring any WSO financial obligation.
3. Posting of contract: When this contract is signed it is to be posted in
“member’s only” section of the website. This should be accomplished
not later than 30 days prior to the annual business meeting.
4. Posting of contact modifications: Any modifications to this contract
are to be posted when they are executed.
5. Keeping the Fellowship informed: The Board of Trustees is to keep the
Fellowship in- formed of the associated costs by way of e-news
announcements
Sect. 10: Competitive contracting: The following requirements apply to all
WSO contracting.
1. New contracts” For all new contracts approved by the Board that have
an anticipated cost over $750 in total or over $750 per year, one of the
two following procedures must be followed to ensure a reasonable
price for the goods or services purchased or rented:
 Proposals are to be sought from a least two contractors,
preferably several contractors.


Contracts are to be awarded on the basis of cost, prior
experiences, and other relevant factors.

2. Standard commercial items: For the purchase or rental of standard
commercial items (equipment or services), a comparison of at least two
adequate alternatives is to be made and the alternatives evaluated.
Section 11. Delegation of contract review to WSO working groups: The
Board of Trustees is authorized to establish ad hoc working groups to prepare
and review contracts and to review proposals and the comparisons of
commercial items.
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1. Composition: The working groups are to be composed of Board
members as well as other RCA members with requisite experience.
2. Written recommendation: Each ad hoc group established is to present
its recommendations to the Board. A short written summary is sufficient.
3. Reliance on recommendation: When the Board grants the approvals
required by this policy, the Board is authorized to rely on
recommendations from ad hoc working groups.
4. At least three members: Each ad hoc working group is to have a least
three members at least one of whom is to be a Board member.
Sect. 12: WSO fiscal year: The WSO fiscal year is to run from July 1st to June 30th of
the subsequent year. The fiscal year is to be identified by the year in which it ends.

Section 4.0

WSO Committees

POLICY ON COMMITTEE CHAIRS, COMMITTEE MEMBERS, AND THE ASSIGNMENT
OF FOUR COMMON COMMITTEE TASKS.
(Approved by Fellowship at 2015 ABM)

Introduction:
1. The three parts of this policy, on the pages indicated, addresses
three distinct issues. One:

Requirements for the position of

committee chair:
annual elections and rotation of service ..........................................................................2
Two:

Requirements for committee members who do not
hold committee leadership positions ...............................................................................3

Three:

Assignment of four common tasks that are applicable
to all WSO committees .....................................................................................................4

2. Rotation of Service: This important principle is addressed in
Tradition Two, which includes the following basic points.
•

“Rotation of officers gives equal opportunity for service, and
restricts dominance by any individual or couple. This rotation
emphasizes group conscience rather than control by any
individual.”

•

“Even when there is difficulty in finding someone to take a
leadership position, it is important not to allow an individual or
couple to continue doing the work indefinitely simply because they
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are willing to do so.”
•

“People who remain in leadership positions too long can begin to
feel they’re indispensable, or conversely, feel put upon or used.
Therefore, we search for and encourage couples and members to
volunteer for positions.”

3. Leadership positions. Rotation of service focuses on leadership positions.
•

Rotation of service is essential for Board of Trustees members and
is required by the Bylaws. The Board of Trustees makes important
decisions for the WSO and has the sole authority within the WSO
to authorize the expenditure of WSO funds.

•

Committees have limited authority: they are authorized to
make recommendations and to provide reports both to the
Fellowship and to the Board.

•

While the authority of a committee chairs is much less than that
of a Board member, the chair position is a leadership position
requiring rotation of service.

4. Service as a committee member: As noted in Tradition Eight, “RCA
committee and sub- committee work is unpaid Twelve-Step service
work.”
•

RCA members who volunteer to perform committee work on
delegated tasks are service workers.

•

There is no basis for imposing term limits on those service
workers who do not hold leadership positions.

•

Experienced service workers are essential to the efficient and
effective operations of the WSO.

5. Assignment of common committee tasks: Part three of this policy covers
four tasks.
•

This assignment covers four tasks common to all WSO committees.
While only a partial substitute for written policies covering all tasks
assigned to each WSO committee, this assignment is a start
towards the goal of written policies covering all assigned tasks for
each WSO committee.

•

These assignments represent a start to the elimination of reliance
on unwritten custom and practice and to the ending of the
uncertainty caused by that reliance.

6. Need for a Fellowship-approved policy: Fellowship approval of this
policy meets an important WSO need.
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•

There has been confusion within the WSO in the past when
different Boards have had different views on rotation of service and
term limits for committee members.

•

This confusion has led to significant discouragement for a number
of RCA members who have been voluntarily providing Twelve-Step
service work for WSO committees.

•

Fellowship approval of this policy will bring an end to this
confusion and discouragement and thus will bring stability
within the WSO on these issues.

The three parts of this policy follow.
Part 1. Provisions covering rotation of committee leadership positions.
This part focuses on the requirement for rotation of service of committee
chairs.
Section 1. Yearly Elections of Committee Chairs: This section specifies the
requirement for yearly election of committee chairs,
1. With two exceptions, all standing committees are required to have
yearly elections for the position of committee chair, with the
election to be held within a reasonable time after that year’s
Annual Convention.
2. The two exceptions are the Finance Committee and the Technology
and Website Committee. The Treasurer of the Board of Trustees is
to serve as the chair of the Finance Committee. The Boardappointed Website Coordinator is to serve as the chair of the
Technology and Website Committee.
3. Every committee may hold elections for other positions that the
committee deems appropriate, such as committee secretary.
4. The results of all committee elections are to be reported to the Vice
Chair of the Board with copies to other Board members that the
Vice Chair designates.
Section 2. Term of Committee Chairs: This section specifies the term of
committee chairs.
1. For each committee with an elected chair, rotation of service of the
committee chair is required. The term of office of committee chairs
is limited to three years.
2. If no other qualified member of the committee is willing to serve as
chair, a committee chair may temporarily continue to serve after the
expiration of the chair’s three-year term.
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3. When a committee chair is required to serve more than three
consecutive years, the committee chair is required to consult with
the Chair of the Board of Trustees to develop a plan to recruit
qualified candidates willing to serve in the committee chair position.
• Members of the committee should be requested to provide
input to this plan.
•
•

•

The plan is to be presented to the Board of Trustees for its review
and approval.
A new chair is not to be appointed but is to be elected by the
committee, a requirement consistent with the Fellowship’s
Twelfth-Concept commitment to democratic processes.
The former chair is encouraged to: remain a committee
member; return to per- forming committee tasks; and provide
service to members of the committee as an “elder statesman” or
“elder stateswomen” by offering advice and counsel when
requested.

4. Each committee is to establish a reasonable time period before a
committee member may return to the position of committee chair.
There should be at least three to four years between an individual’s
successive terms as committee chair.
Part 2. Services of committee members: This part addresses the service of
committee mem- bers who do not hold committee leadership positions.
Section 1. No requirement for rotation of service: This section addresses
the application of rotation-of-service requirements for committee
members.
1. The Traditions require rotation of service for those holding leadership
positions. There is to be no term limit on the service for committee
members. These RCA members have volunteered to provide TwelveStep service to the Fellowship by serving on WSO committees.
2. Often RCA members who volunteer for WSO committee work have
specific interests and special skills that make them willing to perform
specific types of tasks. The Fellowship is fortunate that there are RCA
members willing to volunteer their time to perform the necessary
and often labor-intensive work of the WSO.
3. Currently and for much of the relatively short existence of RCA, the
critical problem has been to find RCA members who are willing to
serve on committees.
4. This policy does not preclude individual members from following their
personal, more restrictive views as to their own rotation of service
within the WSO.
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Section 2. Needs of the committees: Committees perform the bulk of the WSO
work. This work involves tasks that have been delegated to the committee either
by the Board or by the Fellowship.

1. Experienced committee members are essential to the effective and
efficient operation of the WSO.
2. Historical knowledge and past experience are important to all
committees.
3. Special skills, knowledge, and interests, while not a requirement, are
important to many committees, particularly to the Finance, Literature,
Merchandise, and Structure committees and likely for most
committees.
Section 3. The need for new members in every committee: The WSO
committees must always be open to new members.
1. Committees should never be closed to incoming members in any
circumstance.
2. In accordance with Concept of Service Four, each member of a
committee should be given equal opportunity to fully participate in
decisions made by that committee.
3. When new members join a committee, it is the duty of experienced
committee members to provide advice and training to willing
newcomers.
•

Experience and historical knowledge are to be shared.

•

Experienced members must be willing to step onto the sidelines
so that new members are able to take over tasks when the new
members are willing and able to do so.

•

As new committee members begin to take on the work of the
committee, long- time members should step aside and serve as
“elder statesmen” and “elder stateswomen” for the committee.
“When sorely perplexed the [committee] inevitably turns to
them for advice.” Such service requires the exercise of true
humility, the kind of humility that is essential to bring to WSO
service work.

•

New committee members often bring much needed vitality
and new ways of thinking to the work of the committee.
The result is committee renewal.

•

Each committee should make it a priority to focus on recruiting
new members.
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Part 3. Assignment of four common tasks to all WSO committees: This part
of the policy assigns four tasks common to each of the WSO committees and
delegates to each com- mittee the authority necessary to perform these
tasks.
Section 1. Subcommittees and working groups: Each WSO committee is
granted the au- thority to establish subcommittees and working groups.
1. Subcommittees and working groups may include RCA members
who choose not to serve as members of the committee.
2. A working group reports to the committee but may consist entirely
of non-committee members.
3. A subcommittee also reports to the committee but should include at
least one member of the committee.
4. The requirements of Concept of Service Ten apply to subcommittees
and working groups established by a committee. Committees must
establish a single point of contact within the committee for each
working group and subcommittee that it establishes.
5. Committees shall establish in writing the responsibilities and
authority of subcommittees and working groups. Copies of these
documents are to be provided to the Board and posted on the
website.
6. When appropriate, a committee may establish a separate website
page in the Virtual Office for postings by a subcommittee or
working group.
7. On occasion the Board may request that a committee establish a
subcommittee or a working group.
Section 2. Point of Contact: This section addresses the requirement for the
Board to designate a specific point of contact for each committee.
1. To comply with Concept of Service Ten, each Committee shall have a
single Board point of contact for reporting to the Board and for
receiving requests from the Board.
2. The Board’s Vice Chair may appoint specific Board members to serve
as the point of contact for a committee.
3. All correspondence between the committee and the designated Board
point of contact is to be copied to the Vice Chair, the Chair, and to other
Board members designated by the Vice Chair.
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Section 3. Monthly Reports: This section specifies the requirement for the
submission of monthly reports.
1. Each committee is required to send a monthly report of its activities
and status of its tasks to its Board point of contact, with copies to the
Vice Chair and the Chair.
2. Reports should include any applicable minority opinions of
committee members. If there has been no activity during a month,
a simple one-line report is sufficient.
Section 4. Committee Website Pages: This section specifies the requirements
for committee website pages.
1. Committee monthly reports are to be posted on its website page in the
RCA Member’s Virtual Office.
2. A committee should also post its recommendations, other reports, and
appropriate documents. This should include draft documents when the
committee deems it important that they be reviewed by the Board and
the Fellowship.
3. Each committee is to post minority reports, if any, with each report or
recommendation that it posts.
4. Whenever a committee posts new documents on its website page,
concurrent Board notification is required. Notice is to be by e-mail with
copies on the posted documents attached.
5. Concurrent notification is only for the purpose of notice: there is no
requirement to obtain prior approval from the Board.


Mutual trust within the WSO is a basic requirement for a Twelve-Step
Fellowship.



Requiring approval prior to the posting of committee reports or
recommendations would amount to censorship and would violate
the WSO’s and the Fellowship’s Twelfth-Concept commitment to
democratic processes.
Requiring prior approval would also constitute an act of governance
in violation of both Concept Twelve and Tradition Two.




Concept Five requires that minority opinions be permitted to be
heard throughout the WSO. Transparency requires that they be
made available to the Fellowship.

Board policy concerning committees (from prior to 2014)
WSO committees shall be created by the Board and consist of members who
volunteer and/or are nominated and approved by the Board.
Committee Guidelines
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Committees need to have three members to operate. Ad hoc committees can
function with two members.
One member of any RCA coupleship may serve on a committee.
Committees serve the RCA fellowship and are responsible to the Board of
Trustees.
Committee members need to do their work in a timely manner to serve the
fellowship (if a member does not communicate with a committee after two
email or phone call inquiries are made, the member may be dropped from
the committee).
When a committee is making a decision that affects finances, contractual
obligations, or is involved in a matter of principle or basic policy, it needs
to seek Board approval.
Committees need to be sensitive to the needs and desires of the fellowship
at large as they initiate service projects. It is important to receive as much
input from the fellowship as possible (i.e. the group conscience of the RCA
Conference, surveys, contact with RCA groups made by Outreach, the
Board, etc.) and to remember that a fellowship as diverse as RCA brings
together many people with different worldviews and values. Committee
members need to be respectful of these differences and strive to minimize
controversy whenever possible.

Committee Chair Responsibilities









Chairs are responsible for maintaining their member's contact
information and updating it as membership changes.
Committee chairs submit their committee rosters to the Board Vice-Chair.
Chairs are responsible for coordinating with their committee members and
notifying them of meeting times and connecting information. Invitations to
meetings are also sent to the Board Chair and Vice-Chair.
Chairs ensure that minutes are taken in their meetings.
Chairs send committee reports and any requested agenda item(s) to the
Board Vice Chair at least one week before each Board meeting.
Chairs are invited to attend Board meetings and will be given time on the
agenda if requested.
Chairs, in cooperation with committee members, write an annual report about
their service work.

Standing Committees:
WSO Convention Committee

annual.convention.chair@rca-wso.info
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Board of Trustee’s Policy: Establishment of an Annual
Convention Committee as a WSO Standing Committee (approved at
the April and May 2017 Board meetings)
I.

Overview:
1. Hosting the annual convention is a big responsibility. There are many financial,
legal, business and programmatic decisions to make and the budget is
approximately equivalent to RCA’s annual budget.
2. For the past many years local groups, on their own, when hosting an Annual
Convention, have had to discover and recreate annually how to handle all
financial issues (such as bank accounts, tax ID, insurance) web pages,
convention program guidelines and so forth. Therefore, the RCA Board decided
that it would make it easier for groups to host an annual convention, if there
was a standing RCA Convention Committee.

II. Background:
1. Responsibility for the Conventions is assigned to the WSO by the Bylaws:
The services provided by W.S.O. shall include but shall not
be limited to: . . . Sponsoring and organizing the Annual
National R.C.A. Convention, hereinafter referred to as
“R.C.A.C.” Bylaws paragraphs 1.2.1 and 1.2.1.3.
2. In the past the WSO has provided financial support to the local convention
committee, covered any losses accrued by the local committee, and
received any profits from the local committee. Thus, in all practical
respects, the convention costs and expenses have been those of the WSO.
Proper tax accounting requires the use of the WSO EIN on convention
related bank accounts and the reporting of all financial activities on the
WSO’s income-tax submissions.
3. The Board is charged with the responsible management of RCA funds.
RCA Concept of Service Eight states:
The Board of Trustees is the principal planner and
administrator of overall policy and finance for the RCA–
WSO. It is entrusted with the responsible management of
RCA funds, which are to be used to further the Fellowship’s
primary purpose. The Board is responsible for the
monitoring and oversight of contracted service providers.
III. Policy:
1. The Annual Convention Committee (ACC) is hereby established as a
standing committee that regularly reports, as do other committees, to the
Board.
2. The WSO shall be responsible for the expenses associated with each convention.
Contracts shall be signed in the name of WSO for RCA, Inc. (signed in an
organizational capacity, never in an individual capacity).
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3. The WSO shall establish a separate bank account for the use of the Annual
Convention Committee to manage income and expenses, as well as a separate
account for each annual convention.
4. The following requirements apply to the committee:
a. The Annual Convention Committee shall manage the expenses associated
with each RCA Annual Convention and shall submit a convention budget to
the Board for approval. Significant changes to the budget shall also require
Board approval.
b. The WSO Financial Service provider would be assigned the responsibility to
maintain separate charts of accounts for each annual convention.
c.

The RCA Board treasurer shall be a member of the Annual Convention
Committee

5. The Annual Convention Committee shall use the WSO tax ID number (EIN) for all
bank accounts and all other documents requiring an EIN.
6. The WSO shall report the income and expenses of each annual convention as
part of its annual tax filings.
7. For each annual convention:
a. The Annual Convention Committee shall be responsible to create, present,
and save an annual report. Each annual report shall include details on the
number of attendees, costs, and program details, as well as a useful
summary of strengths of the convention and ideas for improving future
conventions.
b. This report will be fully transparent and available to all RCA members to
serve as the “institutional memory” of conventions, and is intended to help
guide future Committee members in planning future conventions.
8. A task of the Annual Convention Committee shall be to find local or regional
groups to participate in hosting an Annual Convention, as well as to respond to
inquiries from local or regional groups. The Committee shall bring proposals for
future convention locations to the WSO Board for approval.
9. The following provisions shall apply:
a. The Annual Convention Committee shall work with regional or local groups
who will provide leadership and volunteers to establish the program of
recovery content and the various workshops and speakers.
b. Additionally, it is envisioned that some members of the Annual Convention
Committee could serve on the committee to assist with several conventions
while some committee members would come onto the committee only
during the time they are serving to host one Convention, though it is
anticipated that some will then stay on the Committee to assist with one or
more subsequent Conventions.
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c. To fully clarify this, it is envisioned that there would not be “the Annual
Convention Committee” and a separate “local Committee” but rather they
would work in concert on the Annual Convention Committee.
d. There would be a Chair of the Annual Convention Committee and also be
designated leaders from the local team with delegated responsibilities.
e. It is envisioned that once fully established, the Annual Convention
Committee will be working on planning for and producing at least two and
hopefully three conventions at a time.
f.

It is envisioned that having an Annual Convention Committee will make it
easier to find local/ regional groups interested and willing to host a
Convention in their area since they will have the immediate support of
institutional memory from previous conventions, financial structure, and
website development. This will leave the local group to focus more on the
recovery aspects of a convention.

10. The Annual Convention Committee shall engage in a major edit and simplification of
the currently circulating “Convention Guidelines” and present them for approval to
the WSO Board and the Fellowship.

RCA Annual Convention Committee Communication Guidelines
(Board approved: July 2012)
The following points make a strong case for a healthy connection between the
Convention Committee and the Board of Trustees:
 It is recommended that a member of the Convention Committee
periodically attend RCA-WSO Board of Trustee meetings to foster open
communications between the Convention Committee and the Board.
Attendance may occur electronically (Zoom or conference call) and need
only give a status report on preparations (Board meetings are open to all
members of the fellowship). Attendance will occur infrequently in early
Convention planning stages, and more often (i.e., monthly) as the
Convention draws near.
 The Board of Trustees will need time and space before and after the
Convention for its own meetings and for the Annual Business Meeting.
Providing for the needs of those meetings will require good interaction
between the Convention Committee and the Board.
 The Convention Committee will want to publicize its events, and the
Board of Trustees can provide support with items such as the E-News
and the Hand-in-Hand Newsletter.
 The Board of Trustees may often provide access to a network of
members in the fellowship with convention experience, strength
and hope.
Concepts and Traditions Committee

conceptsandtraditions-committee@rca-wso.info-

This committee is tasked with ethical matters related to the operation of the WSO
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(World Service Organization) Board of Trustees and other matters that are
important to the Fellowship. Their intention is to check that RCA’s Steps, Traditions,
Concepts of Service and Bylaws are honored. Members meet only when there is a
concern brought to them.

Finance Committee
The current WSO Treasurer of each year is the chair of this committee. The
members generally are past treasurers or are experienced with financial matters.
Their role is to support the Treasurer in his or her duties with their experience
and familiarity with RCA WSO’s financial operations. A member of the
committee is the manager of the WSO’s bank accounts.

Growing the

gtf@rca-wso.info

Fellowship.

This committee is based on RCA’s 5th Tradition (Each group has but one primary
purpose, to carry its message…), and its function is to provide public information
and foster member growth in a variety of ways. We want to have a committee
that will focus strictly on growing the fellowship externally. If you are interested
in serving on this committee or have ideas to help grow the fellowship please
contact the committee by email.
Hand-In-Hand

articles@rca-wso.info

This committee creates the quarterly newsletter. Submissions from the RCA
membership, Board members, and committees provide a vital link with RCA’s
business and fellowship news. RCA Members are encouraged to submit articles for
this publication.
Literature

literature.chair@rca-wso.info

The mission of the Literature Committee is to produce literature for the Fellowship. .
This is accomplished by:










Donations of written materials from members of the fellowship
Assignments from the Board of Trustees
Compiling submissions from individual members or groups for a specific publication
Making arrangements for publication of these materials including formatting and
printing
providing recommendations to the Board regarding materials submitted to the
committee
Requesting Board approval of major new tasks for the committee
Requesting Board approval of literature completed by the committee
Submitting requests for Board approval for the formatting and printing of approved
publications
Maintaining a committee website page which includes periodic committee reports as
well as committee recommendations
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Outreach

outreach-committee.chair@rca-wso.info

The primary goal of this committee is to reach out to individual groups
worldwide, to understand their concerns and issues and to ensure that their
voices are heard. The committee serves as the primary connection between
RCA’s Board of Trustees and individual groups.
Outreach members communicate with Group Contact Couples (GCCs) to convey
Board information concerning ballot decisions, and to promote the annual
convention and sponsorship as tools of growth for the RCA program.
Seventh Tradition Committee

The Seventh Tradition Committee consists of the Treasurer, the Merchandise Services
Provider and the Bookkeeper. These three committee members receive contributions
that come to the WSO, track them for accounting and reporting purposes, and
provide either an Email or postal mail message of acknowledgment and gratitude to
donors from the WSO and the fellowship.
Structure Committee

structure.chair@rca-wso.info

The role of the RCA WSO Structure Committee is well defined in the following tasks:








Provide advice to the Board and Fellowship on WSO legal obligations and on internal
governing documents. (this is advice of informed laypersons, it is not legal advice)
Prepare and post on the website the forms, instructions, notices, ballots and other
documents required for the Annual Business Meeting and for any Special By-Mail
Ballots.
Provide the committee’s assessment of ballot proposals.
Credential the delegate couples for the ABM and Board Election Meeting.
Under the direction of the Board Secretary, update and post official WSO documents.
Assist the Board with Federal and State filings.
Make any recommendations to the Fellowship and to the Board of Trustees.
( See appendix C for the complete Fellowship approved policy concerning the
Structure Committee)

Technology





Provides interface between RCA’s Web Service Provider and RCA’s
fellowship, its committees, and Board of Trustees; receives, reviews,
approves, and forwards requests to the Web Service Provider
Administers the POW WEB email system, which provides maintenance and
storage of RCA’s mail
Provides innovative technology for carrying out RCA’s business; currently
researching a way to virtually connect the Fellowship with The Annual
Business Meeting

Translation Committee


technology.chair@rca-wso.info

translation.committee.chair@rca-wso.info

The responsibility of the WSO Translation Committee is to offer support to Local
Translation Committees (LTCs) in their efforts to translate RCA literature, e.g. books,
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pamphlets, booklets and to be the link between the LTCs and the Board of Trustees.
Current (2018) translation work: the following LTCs have been approved by the RCA
Board of Trustees and are translating RCA literature.
The Spanish LTC
The German LTC
The Danish LTC
The Norwegian LTC

Section 5.0

Communications

WSO TRANSPARENCY AND REGULAR COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE FELLOWSHIP.
(Approved by the Fellowship at the 2015 ABM)

Introduction:
1. This policy contains three sections the text of which start on the indicated
pages:
One:

WSO transparency .............................................................................................................. 2

Two:

RCA Member’s Virtual Office ............................................................................................... 3

Three: Regular communications ..................................................................................................... 4

2. Applicable Fellowship principles: This policy is based on several
principles enunciated in a number of Fellowship-approved documents:


As stated in the Fourth Edition of the RCA Blue Book: “The World
Service Organiza- tion (WSO) serves as a connecting point for all
groups and as a clearinghouse for new material.”



The RCA Bylaws state: “The purpose of W.S.O. is to serve the
Member Groups and couple members of the fellowship of
Recovering Couples Anonymous, hereinafter referred to as
“R.C.A.”, as guided by the 12 Steps and 12 Traditions.”



The Seventh Concept of Service states: “The RCA Bylaws and
Special Rules of Or- der, as well as those specific policies and
procedures approved by the Fellowship, empower and regulate
the Board of Trustees in its management and conduct of world
service affairs. These instruments are consistent with the RCA
Traditions which make the Board directly responsible to the
Fellowship” (emphasis added).



Under the sixth principle of RCA’s Concept of Service Twelve, all
WSO entities, like the Fellowship they serve, are to “always
remain democratic in thought and action.”
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Openness and transparency are key aspects of a democratic
process and serve to build accountability and trust within an
organization that is based on democratic principles.
Openness strengthens WSO democracy and promotes

efficiency and effective- ness in the operations of the
WSO.
•

These principles can be summarized in two essential elements
that serve as the bases for this policy:

The operations and activities of the WSO must be transparent to
the Fellowship.


The WSO must communicate on a regular basis with the
Fellowship.

3. Section one: This section addresses the principle method for ensuring
transparency: establishing and maintaining a Member’s Virtual Office.
The principal types of documents to be posted are listed.
4. Section two: This section addresses several important features of the
virtual office: the need for periodic updates; inclusion of additional
information; and the requirement for a Public Announcement Page.
5. Section three: This section is addresses several methods, in addition
to the website postings, which the Board of Trustees should use to
ensure regular communications with the Fellowship.

The three sections of this policy follow.
Section 1. WSO transparency: The Board of Trustees is to establish and maintain a
virtual office on the “members only” section of the RCA website to include the
following information. This is in addition to the various materials and information
customarily posted and maintained on the public section of the website.

1. Board announcements. These announcements are to include:



Policies adopted.
appointments.
Decisions made.



Service-position

2. Board monthly meetings. The following information is to be posted
for each monthly meeting held by the Board of Trustees:




Meeting notice.
Agenda.
Various reports.





Minutes for approval.
Motions for consideration.
Action items

3. Board Secretary Pages. Paragraph 4.3.3 of the Bylaws assigns to the
Board’s Secretary the responsibility for maintaining all official WSO
documents.
First set: This set of information is to include the following
approved minutes:

Minutes of the Board-election Meeting

Minutes of the Annual Business Meeting

Minutes of all monthly Board Meetings
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Second set: This set of information is to include the following
official documents:

Articles of Incorporation.

RCA Standing Rules.

IRS tax-exempt status.

Supplement to the
Standing Rules.

RCA Bylaws.

Policies and Procedures
Manual.
RCA Special Rules of Order.


Certificate of
Incorporation.
4. Information on the Upcoming ABM: The necessary pages are to be
established in the Member’s Virtual to meet the requirements of the
new policy covering the ABM Ballot Process and are to include the
following documents and information.






Schedule for all process events.
Notices of submission deadlines.
form.
Explanatory notices.
Proposal submission form.
comments.
Ranking form and results.
each proposal.




Ballot form.
Instructions for each




Final proposals.
Final rationales and



Discussion forums for

5. Financial information: The following types of financial information are
to be posted in the Member’s Virtual Office:

Monthly summaries.

Federal and state
income tax returns.

Various financial reports.

WSO insurance policies.
6. WSO committees: The following information is to be posted for each
WSO committee. In addition, each committee may post similar
information for any subcommittee or working group that it establishes.
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Information on committee members and committee membership
needs.



Delegated tasks including authority and responsibilities.



Monthly reports.
Substantive reports.
input.




Recommendations.
Requests for Fellowship

7. Service provider information: The following information is to be
posted foreach WSO service provider:

Current contract.

Monthly vouchers.

Monthly reports.
8. WSO archives: The following types of information are to be posted
in the WSO ar- chives:

Annual reports.

Historical documents.

Older Board minutes.
9. Recovering information: The following types of informal recovery
materials are to be posted in the Member’s Virtual Office. RCA members,
couples, and groups are requested to submit recovering materials that
they are willing to share within the Fellowship.







Couple presentations at meetings, workshops, and
conventions.
Couple and member recovery reflections.
Draft submissions to the Daily Reader subcommittee
Couple and member reflections previously posted in the Hand-in
Hand
Newly prepared couple stories
Couple agreements

Section 2. Virtual office: The following requirements apply to the virtual office:
1. Periodic updating: The virtual office is to be maintained regularly,
monthly when possible, by the Website Committee with the assistance
of other RCA volunteers.
2. Inclusion of other information: The Board and the committees may
include otherin formation in the virtual office when deemed
important or helpful.
3. Public Announcement Page: The Board is to also maintain a Public
Announcement Page in the public section of the website to ensure ease
of member access to notices of general importance to the Fellowship,
as well as to provide notice of important postings in the Member’s
Virtual Office.
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4. Index: An index is to be prepared for the materials posted in the
Member’s Virtual Office. Each topic in the index is to be linked to the
virtual-office page containing the in- formation related to the topic.
Section 3. Regular communications: In addition to the information posted on the
website, the Board of Trustees is to make a concerted effort to keep the Fellowship
informed of the activities of the Board, WSO committees, and other WSO service
entities. Regular, meaningful communications with the Fellowship are required at
least once a quarter, and may include use of the following methods:

1. E-mail to GCCs: Information sent by e-mail to the group contact couples
2. E-news notices: E-news notices sent by e-mail to those members of
the Fellowship who have subscribed to E-news mailings.
Hand-in-Hand: Articles in the Hand in Hand, on a regular quarterly basis

Section 6.0

Concepts of Service

RCA Concepts of Service
1. Final responsibility and ultimate authority for RCA world services
should always reside in the collective conscience of our whole
Fellowship.
2. The member groups by their participation at the annual business
meeting and in special balloting are the active voice and the effective
conscience of RCA in its world services.
3. To ensure effective leadership, the Fellowship should endow each
element of the RCA World Service Organization (WSO) with sufficient
authority to match its assigned responsibilities. Delegated authority
should always be subject to reporting and monitoring.
4. Throughout the WSO each member of a service body should be given
equal opportunity to fully participate in decisions made by that body.
5. Throughout our service structure, a traditional Right of Appeal ought to
prevail, so that minority opinion will be heard and personal grievances will
receive careful consideration without fear of reprisal.
6. The Fellowship recognizes that the primary administrative
responsibility in most world service matters should be exercised by
the Board of Trustees of the RCA World Service Organization.
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7. The RCA Bylaws and Special Rules of Order, as well as those specific
policies and procedures approved by the Fellowship, empower and
regulate the Board of Trustees in its management and conduct of world
service affairs. These instruments are consistent with the RCA Traditions
which make the Board directly responsible to the Fellowship.
8. The Board of Trustees is the principal planner and administrator of overall
policy and finance for the RCA– WSO. It is entrusted with the responsible
management of RCA funds, which are to be used to further the
Fellowship’s primary purpose. The Board is responsible for the monitoring
and oversight of contracted service providers.
9. Good leadership at all service levels is indispensable for our future
functioning and safety. While the Board of Trustees provides the primary
leadership in the area of world service, effective leadership is also
necessary at all service levels.
10. In all cases, service responsibility and authority should be matched and
well defined. Double-headed management is to be avoided.
Accountability should be clearly defined and should include a single point
of contact for reporting.
11. To ensure the Board of Trustees has the best possible support, serious
attention should be given to the qualifications of committee members
and service providers, and to clearly define their responsibility and
authority.
12. The spiritual foundation of the RCA World Service Organization is
contained in the RCA Traditions, and should ensure that:
a. No RCA service body, including the Board of Trustees and all its
committees, ever becomes the seat of perilous wealth or power.
b. Sufficient operating funds and reserve be the World Service
Organization’s prudent financial principle.
c. No RCA member ever be placed in a position of unqualified authority
over others.
d. All important decisions are reached by discussion, vote, and
wherever possible by substantial unanimity.
e. No service action ever be personally punitive nor an incitement to
public controversy.
f.
No RCA service body, including the Board of Trustees and all its
committees, ever performs acts of government, and that, like the
Fellowship they serve, they always remain democratic in thought
and action
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Section 7.0

Contractors

At this time, (2017) the RCA WSO Board of Trustees has contracts with four
independent contractors to provide services. Some are RCA members, some are
not. These service providers are NOT employees and therefore do not serve at
the beck and call of members of the Fellowship. They are assigned in their
contracts a single point of contact, who is either on the Board of Trustees or on a
particular standing WSO committee. Contact with the contractors must be
through their assigned point of contact. The Board Chair or a designee is
responsible for signing the contracts with these service providers. The need for
three of these service contracts was created when our brick and mortar WSO
store was closed in 2009. The need for a bookkeeper preceded that event.


Bookkeeper – Point of contact is the Treasurer. The Bookkeeper
provides bookkeeping services including inputting data from
income and expenses and advising the Treasurer of our accounting
and budget information. The Bookkeeper pays RCAs bills through
on-line banking. The Bookkeeper is also part of the 7th Tradition
committee. The current (2017) contractor is Ann Garrison.



Merchandise service provider –Point of contact is the Chair of
the Merchandise committee. The merchandise service provider
fills orders received through the on-line store. The Current
contractor (2017) is Betsy ?



Communications provider – Point of contact is the chair of the
Communications Committee The Communications Contractor is the
initial responder to emails and phone inquiries from the Fellowship
through our 800 number. Currently attends monthly Board meetings
regarding updates and Board decisions that affect the position.
The current (2017) contractor is Bob P.



Web contractor – Point of contact is the Chair of the Web and
Technology committee. Most information goes to the Technology
committee. The committee Chair is responsible for helping with
updates and changes, especially regarding the RCA website Literature
and Audio Store.
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Section 7.0

Conventions

Convention Resources and Materials
(Fellowship approved July 2011 ABM)
This section superseded by establishment of new WSO Annual Convention
Committee ( 2018)

Convention Banner Policy
(Fellowship approved July 2011 ABM)
Banners to Be Displayed at Annual Convention: At each annual convention the
original, past year’s banner and the present banner shall be on display.
Per the above decision the WSO board will continue to store and transport the
convention banners to each convention in the U.S. For those conventions held
outside the US, the WSO will make available to the convention committee the
high quality pictures of the banners to be displayed as the convention
committee elects.

Section 8.0

Document Retention

Document Retention Policy
In the spirit of recovery, it is important that we know where we were, what
happened and where we are now. At the same time we need to honor the
anonymity of members, officers and those who request information. To do this,
the following document retention policies have been put in place for the WSO
Virtual Office and associated committees:
(Note: This is a draft based on current information. When the old archives are
reviewed, we may expand this to cover other documents as well. Retention – unless
specifically noted – is on scanned documents in the virtual office. The office is
accessible by the members of the executive committee, the VOC and the chairperson
of the technology committee.)
Document

Length

Reason

Board
Officers Contact Information

Indefinite

To know who was legally responsible for the
fellowship in what year. (1 page per year)

Incorporation/status papers

Indefinite

Note: Retain original paper copies
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Motions and results from ABM

Indefinite

This is the fellowship voice on whatever
motions were brought up. Condensed and
searchable – rather than the yearly minutes of
each meeting.

Motions and results from Board
meetings

10 Years

For following boards to see what was discussed
and decided in previous years. At some point
no longer pertinent.

Agendas and minutes from monthly
meetings

5 Years

To provide an on-going record of board work

Committee reports to Board

2 Years

Fellowship
Ballots and Results

Indefinite

This is the actual ballot sent out. Includes
special ballots and yearly. This is a pdf copy of
exactly what was sent and the results of such.

Annual Report

Indefinite

This provides a summary of the year. Legally
only needed 10 years (?) but for fellowship
history it gives a view of where we have been.

ABM Minutes

Indefinite

A full record of what took place at each annual
business meeting.

Officers (chair, VC, treasurer)

1 Year

This allows for recovery in case of an email
glitch, but also give anonymity and respect to
the office and officer

Board Email

1 Year

Email directed to the current board will be
retained in case of technical problems, but will
be purged at the end of the service year.

Email
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5 Years

As committees are autonomous and have had
difficulty in retaining connections with the
Board, the email to each will be retained for a
longer period. In the case of turnover, it would
be possible to reconstruct the recent work and
events.

Orders

5 Years

Orders for merchandise

Information requests

1 Year

Requests that come in to communications
should be considered as anonymous and
confidential. Reports will be retained, but
details – phone numbers, emails and other
specifics will be purged.

Contracts

10 Years

This includes regular contractors as well as
special contracts – printing, publishing, web
design.

Contractor reports

5 Years

Committee Email

Contractors

Committees

5 Years

Convention records of contracts, financial
liabilities, income and other information should
be available in case of legal challenges.

Convention programs

Indefinite

This is a history of what was presented over the
years and helps future convention planners with
a view of what worked and what did not.

Hand-in-Hand

Indefinite

These are currently available on our website to
be read by anyone. They are also great sources
of information to create other tools or
literature. This is an on-going, treasured record
of our fellowship.

Local Annual Convention committees
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Any literature available to the public will be
retained in a pdf copy to keep a record of all
revisions and updates. This will provide a
library of our fellowship and growth.

Published literature

Indefinite

Drafts of Literature

5 Years

These are ideas and copies that did not go into
publication. This would include drafts that were
sent out for review to others.

Committee Membership

5 Years

This will allow new members and chairs of
committees to see who was a part of the work.
It also allows anonymity for those who chose to
step down or leave the fellowship.

Committee reports

5 Years

Reports submitted to the WSO will be retained
in the virtual office for 5 years.

Disbanded Meetings

1 Year

Although we keep a record of the number of
meetings, the details on who and where should
NOT be retained. This respects the privacy of
the individuals who chose to leave

Older versions of website

5 Years

After 5 years it is highly improbable that any
information or coding in an older site would or
could be used.

Backups of Office

10 Years

The backup files are in case of some emergency
that would require restoring old data. If
someone had a position that deleted needed
information, the backups could be used to
restore what was needed.

Website

Section 9.0

Financial/Fiscal

RCA Credit Card
A credit card for the purpose of establishing and maintaining standing accounts such as
the Pay Pal account has been obtained and maintained by a member of the Financial
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Committee. Access to this credit card is restricted to only those persons who are
registering RCA WSO with state agencies or with appropriate delegation from the Chair
of the Board of Trustees.

Policy on Insurance for RCA
RCA WSO maintains a Directors & Officers Liability policy, which covers wrongful
acts or errors & omissions for decisions made by the Board. The WSO also has a
General Liability policy that provides coverage for bodily injury and property damage
claims. This covers the annual meeting, special events, fundraisers, etc. Local groups
wishing to obtain insurance coverage for a retreat they are sponsoring need to
contact the Chair of the Annual Convention Committee to arrange for that specific
event coverage by the RCA insurance policy.
These insurance policies do not cover individual meetings or the members attending
those meetings.
In the spirit of the Seventh Tradition, which states, “Every RCA group should be
fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions,” it is the responsibility of
each meeting to provide its own insurance where required. Some meeting spaces
may cover groups that meet in their facilities, or may offer the option to buy into
their group policy for a nominal amount per year. Just as a group is responsible for
its own rent, literature orders, coffee, etc., it is also responsible for insurance.

Section 10.0 Literature

Policies and Procedures for RCA Literature
(Approved at the 2012 ABM)
1.0

Summary of Literature Policies and Procedures.
1. Two levels of approval are provided: Board Approval; or Fellowship Approval
(see paragraphs 2.3 and 3.1).
2. The designation “Fellowship approved” rather than “Conference approved” is
used for two reasons:
(a) The RCA-WSO bylaws do not define the term “conference” (term only
appears once in the bylaws in which the terms “annual convention” and
“annual business meeting” are generally used).
(b) When the term “Conference Approved” was used for the second and
third editions of our basic text, Recovering Couples Anonymous: A Twelve-
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Step Program for Couples, it meant that the approval was by the Board.
Thus the prior RCA use of the “Conference Approved” designation is not
entirely consistent with the use by other 12-step fellowships.
3. Ordinarily approval will be at the Board level (see paragraph 3.2).
4. Fellowship approval will be sought only in special circumstances (see
paragraph 3.3).
5. Fellowship approval will not be sought unless the “process for a specific item
of literature” is approved by the delegate couples at an annual business
meeting (see paragraphs 3.3.1 and 3.3.1.1 through 3.3.13).
6. Specific provisions are included for the following: the RCA Basic Text,
Recovering Couples Anonymous (see section 4.1); RCA Pamphlets and
Brochures (see section 4.2); and Legacy Literature (see section 4.3).
7. Specific provisions are made for those cases when an RCA member offers
literature to the RCA-WSO (see section 5.0).
8. Specific provisions are made for assignments to the Literature Committee and
to special and ad hoc committees (see section 6.0).
2.0 Background Regarding RCA Literature Policies.
2.1 Authority of the Board of Trustees for Approving and Publishing RCA
Literature. Under the bylaws the Board of Trustees is authorized to approve and
publish RCA literature.1 The bylaws state: “The services provided by W.S.O. shall
include but shall not be limited to:” . . . “Approving and publishing R.C.A.
literature, including the book entitled Recovering Couples Anonymous and
various pamphlets.”2 Moreover, the bylaws make it clear that this authority
rests in the Board: “The administration of W.S.O. shall be vested in the Board
Trustees . . . .”3
2.2 Pre-2007 Designation of Approved RCA Literature. Prior to the 2007 Annual
Business Meeting in St. Louis, 4 approval of RCA Literature was indicated by the
designation: “RCA Conference Approved Literature.”5 This designation was used
to indicate approval by the Board of Trustees.
2.3 Designation of the Approval Status of RCA Literature. Since 2007 the approval
status of RCA Literature has been indicated by two distinct designations: (1)
“RCA-WSO Board of Trustees Approved Literature;” and (2) “Fellowship
Approved Literature.”6
3.0 Policy for Approval of RCA Literature.
3.1 Designations Used to Indicate Approval Status of RCA Literature. There are
two designations used to indicate the approval status of RCA literature: (1)
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“RCA-WSO Board of Trustees Approved Literature;” and (2) “Fellowship
Approved Literature.”
3.2 Policies with Respect to Board Approved Literature. The ordinary level of
approval for RCA literature is approval by the Board of Trustees. Only in special
circumstances will RCA literature be required to go through the process of
approval by the Fellowship (see the requirements specified in paragraph 3.3
below). While the Board should always strive for consensus when approving
RCA literature, the bylaws require that all board decisions, including the Board
approval of RCA literature, be made on the bases of a majority vote.
3.3 Policies with Respect to Fellowship Approved Literature. The use of the
process to obtain Fellowship approval must be limited to special circumstances.
This limitation is based on the following considerations:
(1) The process may impose a significant burden on the member groups to
review items of literature that some groups may not have been using.
(2) The process may be time consuming since sufficient time must be provided
so that each group can make a meaningful assessment of the proposed
literature.
(3) The process may be costly because copies of the proposed literature must be
made available to each group.7
3.3.1 Pre-Approval by the Fellowship of the Submission of Any Literature for
Fellowship Approval. Before a proposed item of literature is sent to the
Fellowship for its approval, the Fellowship must approve, at an annual
business meeting, the requirement for Fellowship approval and the
process by which the approval will be obtained. The Fellowship should
not be burdened with the approval process unless the Fellowship agrees
to it beforehand.
3.3.1.1 Special Need. The special need requiring fellowship approval for
a specific item of literature should be identified at the time
approval of the Fellowship is sought under paragraph 3.3.1.
3.3.1.2 Seeking Fellowship Approval of Board Approved Literature. The
requirements of paragraphs 3.3.1 and 3.3.1.1 must be complied
with in all cases in which Fellowship approval is sought for RCA
literature that has previously been approved by the Board of
Trustees. Additionally, the status of the item of literature in the
event that the item fails to gain Fellowship approval must be
addressed when approval to use the process is sought under
paragraph 3.3.1 (i.e., will it continue to be available as Board
approved literature or will it no longer be available).
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3.3.1.3 Motion for Initiation of the Fellowship-Approval Process. A
request for initiation of Fellowship-Approval process may be
made by a motion for consideration at the annual business
meeting. Any such motion must be submitted to the Structure
Committee at least 150-days prior to the annual business meeting
as is the case for all motions that will appear on the agenda for
the annual business meeting. Such motions may be submitted by
the Board of Trustees, or by any RCA-WSO committee, or by any
RCA member
3.3.2 Application of RCA-WSO Special Rule of Order 1. Special Rule of Order 1
requires that: “The vote to designate any RCA literature as ‘Fellowship
Approved Literature’ shall require the approval of two-thirds of the
delegate couples of RCA member groups voting.” Special Rule of Order 1
was adopted by the delegate couples attending the 2007 annual business
meeting.
3.4 Changes to Literature that Has Previously Been Approved. No substantive
changes shall be made to any RCA literature that has been previously approved
unless the following requirements are met.
(1) Board approved literature: All substantive changes shall require approval of
the Board of Trustees.
(2) Fellowship approved literature: All substantive changes shall require
approval of the Fellowship. If such approval is sought, the proposed changes
must be submitted to the Fellowship for approval.
3.4.1 Non-Substantive Changes Made on Re-Printing. Factual corrections shall
not require Fellowship approval: such as phone numbers, addresses both
postal and e-mail. Additionally the correction of spelling and grammatical
errors shall not require such approval. The Board of Trustees shall be
notified of all such non-substantives changes before they are included
during the re-printing process.
4.0 Policies with Respect to: the RCA Basic Text: Recovering Couples Anonymous: A
Twelve-Step Program for Couples; RCA Pamphlets and Brochures; and Legacy
Literature.
4.1 Our Basic Text. The fourth edition of our basic text, Recovering Couples
Anonymous: A Twelve-Step Program for Couples, is the only item of RCA
literature that has been Fellowship Approved. If substantive changes are to be
made to the fourth edition in the future, the proposed changes must be
submitted to the Fellowship for approval.
4.2 RCA Pamphlets and Brochures. Updated RCA pamphlets and brochures shall be
consistent with the text of the Fellowship approved fourth edition of our basic
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text. This policy shall not preclude the Board from authorizing the publication of
legacy pamphlets and brochures (see paragraph 4.3 below).
4.3 Legacy Literature. The Board may approve the publication of legacy literature.
4.3.1 The Third Edition of the RCA Basic Text. At the 2011 annual business
meeting, the Fellowship voted to maintain and make available, as a legacy
document, the third edition of our basic text in electronic form.
4.3.2 Other Legacy Literature. The Board of Trustees shall determine the need
of any additional legacy literature including legacy pamphlets and
brochures. The publication of any additional legacy literature shall be
subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees.
5.0 Policies with Respect to Proposed Literature Submitted by Individual RCA
Members for Use by the Fellowship.
5.1 Proposed Literature Submitted or Offered by RCA Members. If an RCA
member offers to submit or prepare literature for use by RCA, the Board of
Trustees shall make an initial determination of the potential value of any such
literature. If the Board decides to consider any such offers, the Board should
enter into a written agreement with the author. The agreement must address
the following: (1) assignment of copyright to the RCA-WSO; (2) the editing
process; and (3) the party that will have final approval of proposed editing. Any
such agreement must provide that the Board of Trustees shall have final
authority as to whether the RCA-WSO will publish the final edited version.
6.0 Policies with Respect to the Literature Committee.
6.1 Assignments to the Literature Committee. Ordinarily the Board of Trustees
shall assign literature projects to the RCA-WSO Literature Committee. But,
when required, the Board may make assignments to special or ad hoc
committees for particular items of literature. The workload of the Literature
Committee will be one factor in determining whether the assignment will be
made to a special or ad hoc committee.
6.2 Process for Developing RCA Literature. For all efforts within the WSO and its
committees that involve the development of RCA literature, the Board of
Trustees shall specify the following: (1) the relative priorities in the case of
multiple assignments to a committee; (2) assignments to special or ad hoc
committees when necessary; (3) the details of and any limitations on the
desired editing process; and (4) status reporting requirements. Literature
developed within the WSO and its committees, that is presented to the Board
for its review and approval, shall be developed in accordance with the Board’s
specified process.
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6.2.1 Comments from the Literature Committee. When the Board makes a
literature assignment to a special or an ad hoc committee, the Board shall
have the option of requesting review by the literature committee prior to
Board approval. If such a request is made, the Board shall specify the
scope of the review requested (see paragraph 6.2 above).
End Notes for Policies and Procedures for RCA Literature
1. Historic Note: The fact that this authority is vested in the Board was
reaffirmed at the 2009 Annual Business Meeting in Ft. Lauderdale when a
proposed amendment to the bylaws requiring that all RCA literature be
“Fellowship Approved” was defeated. For approval that proposed change
to the bylaws required a 75% vote in favor. The proposal failed to carry a
simple majority: the vote was 18 in favor and 22 opposed.
2. See Bylaws, paragraphs 1.2.1 and 1.2.1.1.
3. See Bylaws, paragraph 4.1.
4. The 2007 annual business meeting was the first time the delegate-couple
voting-procedures applied.
5. In the second edition (1992) of the Blue Book, Recovering Couple
Anonymous, the designation read “This Book is R.C.A. Conference Approved
Literature.” In the third edition, the designation read “RCA Conference
Approved Literature.”
6. When “Step-Up to Love” was published in 2009, it was approved by the
Board of Trustees and designated as “RCA-WSO Board of Trustees
Approved Literature.” When the 4th edition of our basic text, Recovering
Couples Anonymous: A Twelve-Step Program for Couples, was published in
2011, it had been through a review and approval process involving the
entire Fellowship and was designated as “RCA Fellowship Approved
Literature.” The submission to the member groups was pursuant to a
motion, Topic 7, passed at the 2007 annual business meeting that required
this process. Also at the 2007 annual business meeting, the RCA-WSO
Special Rule of Order One was adopted to set the requirement for a twothirds favorable majority in order to designate literature as “RCA
Fellowship Approved.”
7. For documents of more than a few pages in length, the cost of printing will
be borne either by the WSO if paper copies are made available to each
group or by each RCA group if the item of literature is made available
electronically.”

.
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Retention of the 3rd Edition
(Fellowship approved July 2011 ABM)
The WSO Board of Trustees shall make the “Collectable” Third Edition of the RCA
Blue Book available in an electronic version that can be downloaded from the RCA
website, at least until the convention of 2013. There may be an initial cost for
creating the file. At the convention of 2013, the Board, appropriate committees,
and the Merchandise Provider shall make recommendations to the Fellowship
regarding this option. This provision shall be separate from approval or printing of
the Fourth Edition of the RCA Blue Book.

Section 11.0 Merchandise
RCA Literature can be obtained from our on line store. It is operated by an
independent contractor and can be accessed from the RCA website. RCA
Literature can also be obtained through Amazon.com. A merchandising
committee supports the independent contractor by handling any issues which
may arise.

Section 12.0 Member Groups

RCA-WSO Meeting Posting Policy
(Fellowship approved: August 2012 ABM)
1. Definitions. The following definitions apply to this policy:
The term Open Meeting means: A meeting where any individual may
choose to attend. There are no limitations on who may attend or
participate. For example, an individual may be a member of the clergy or
mental health professional seeking additional information about
Recovering Couples Anonymous.
The term Closed Meeting means: A meeting where attendance or
participation is limited to couples only.
The term Special-Focus Meeting means: A closed meeting that chooses to
focus on a special issue or need of the group. Historically these have
included “addiction only,” “Step Study,” and “S groups only” to name just
a few.
2. Background. RCA has a long history of promoting diversity: RCA is open to all
adult couples regardless of age, sexual orientation, gender identification, religious
background, culture, race, class, national origin, physical or mental challenge, or
political affiliation. Additionally, in accordance with our Fourth Tradition, all RCA
groups are autonomous. Our history has demonstrated that special-focus meetings
have not negatively affected RCA as a whole as long as their attendance requisites
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did not discriminate so as to conflict with our fundamental diversity principles.
3. Policy. RCA promotes diversity and an open door policy in all its affairs, especially
with regard to age, race, religion, gender, sexual orientation, nationality, gender
identification, culture, class, and mental or physical challenge. Thus we strongly
encourage each RCA group to allow any couple desiring to remain in a committed
relationship to attend its meetings. But, at the same time, in accordance with the
Fourth Tradition, we recognize that an RCA group may decide that it is important to
limit itself to a particular focus. In the spirit of recovery, we encourage groups
considering a special focus to keep their attendance requisites 12-step focused.
RCA groups with special needs shall be allowed to hold “special-focus meetings.”
And further, any such group shall be listed in all meeting directories except
when the group’s attendance requisites would affect RCA as a whole by
conflicting with our fundamental diversity principles.
4. RCA Group Listings. Each RCA group may decide on the wording of its directory
listing. In its listing, the group should indicate whether its meetings are open, or
closed, or special-focus meetings. A group may include additional attendance
information in its listing: for example, a group might indicate the following: Closed
meeting for couples only: RCA couples or members visiting from out-of-town are
welcome to attend. In its
directory listing, a “special-focus meeting” may choose to provide its specific
attendance requisites, or it may simply provide a point of contact from whom
the attendance requisites may be obtained.

Section 13.0 Privacy and Confidentiality

Privacy and Confidentiality
(Board approved: February 2012)
The WSO, including the Board of Trustees, RCA’s committees and its contractors,
shall maintain confidentiality and privacy to the best of its ability. To maintain a
safe environment for members and visitors, the WSO Board of Trustees adopted
the following policy in 2012:







When emailing multiple people, always use blind carbon copy (bcc) or wsoemail aliases.
When forwarding information remove any personal information, unless
the original author has given specific permission.
The RCA email lists will be available only through the Board of
Trustees or the Web Team. This will ensure that what is sent out
reflects RCA as a whole.
During phone or on-line meetings, personal information, other than our own,
will not be given out.
Minutes or notes will always be announced when taken, and
participants will have the option to comment “off the record.”
During recordings, people will be given the option of using an alias or
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other “anonymous” name or designation (for example “Delmar
Contact Couple”).
Contact information gathered by the Convention Committee shall be sent
with the convention materials to be stored in RCA’s virtual office. It will not
be available to other parties after the Committee disbands. (Update 2017:
The WSO Annual Convention Committee is now a standing committee that
does not disband. They will make every effort to keep leftover convention
contact information confidential.)
Anonymity shall be guided by Traditions 11 and 12:
Tradition 11 - Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than
promotion; we need always maintain personal anonymity at the level of
press, radio, TV and films.
Tradition 12 - Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our
Traditions, ever reminding us to place principles before personalities.

Each member of Recovering Couples Anonymous decides on personal anonymity. It
is RCA’s policy to maintain anonymity and confidentiality, unless we have otherwise
been granted specific permission. If in doubt, it is always safest to ask permission
first. We do not print last names of RCA members on the website or materials that
RCA sends out. We also recommend that members use confidential email addresses
for meeting listings and anything on the RCA web site. Portions of the RCA WSO
web site may contain links to other web sites.

Section 14.0 Translations

Literature Translation Policies and Procedures
(Fellowship approved: July 2011 ABM)
RCA Literature is the property of the RCA WSO. All agreements or permissions
to translate RCA literature or materials shall contain, as a minimum, the
following written provisions:






All translations of RCA materials shall include a copyright statement
covering the RCA-WSO’s copyright of the translated materials
The RCA-WSO shall have the right to sell and distribute all translations of RCA
literature
The entity sponsoring the translation shall provide progress reports on a
regular basis of the translation process
The entity sponsoring the translation shall submit to the RCA-WSO
several copies of all completed translated literature or materials
This policy is intended for future use and shall not impose any constraints
on the current efforts of RCA Sweden to prepare a Swedish translation of
the 4th Edition.
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See the appendix to this manual for the complete RCA Translation Guidelines,
adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2016.
Section 15.0 Website and other Social Media

Web Procedures
(Board approved: Feb 2012)
New Group:

A couple who wishes to start a meeting should email meetings@rca-wso.info.
Once approved, the meeting information will be entered into the database, and an
automated email will inform the web-team that the data has been entered.
The Meeting Coordinator will email the new GCC, acknowledge the new meeting’s
posting, and provide information on how to edit meeting information and how to
change the GCC when that becomes necessary. Any problems or questions can be
directed to the MC.
Deleting a group:

When a group is no longer meeting, confirmation may come to the WSO in some of
the following ways:



The GCC has contacted RCA and said their meeting has closed down or is no
longer active
Outreach or Growing the Fellowship (GTF) confirms that a meeting has
disbanded

Contact by, or information to, the Meeting Coordinator confirms the meeting has
disbanded
Outreach or GTF may contact a meeting’s representative and see if support is
needed. The MC will remove the meeting from the website, after recording the
latest meeting information on a spreadsheet, to be kept in a secure area of the
website.
Moderating the forum

Forums (“Fellowship Discussions” and “Board Discussions”) on the RCA
web site are moderated.
The Board of Trustees is responsible for monitoring the discussion forums
on the Web-site. This responsibility has been delegated to the Web
Committee. The web-team will review posts on the forums at least weekly.
If a post is questionable, the web-team will hold it for review and, if
necessary, refer it to the Board for a decision.
Website Login
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At this time (February 2018) there is no requirement for a password to access the
website. It is anticipated that In the future there will be archived material that will
be password protected.

Other Policies and Contracts
The following is a list of contracts and policies that reside in separate documentation
in the WSO:

Appendices to Policies and Procedures Manual
Appendix A:
Complete Board of Trustees motion establishing yearlong ABM process
May 8, 2015
Amended Nov. 15, 2015

ABM Ballot Process
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Summary of ABM Ballot Process.
This process is based on the recommendation of delegate couples at the 2014
annual business meeting (ABM). It is designed to give more time for RCA
groups to review and consider proposals submitted for the ABM.

Phase I includes submission of proposals beginning by October 1 and no
later than December 1.


In Phase II, all of the proposals are posted on our website for review by
the membership to decide which eight of the proposals will be presented
for voting and in what order they will be discussed at the ABM. Phase II
begins by January 15 and ends April 1.



Phase III begins by April 24 with a posting of the eight accepted proposals, and by May 8, there is a separate discussion forum on the RCA
website for each proposal, allowing for open conversation by RCA members about why they may or may not support the proposal. By-mail ballots
are received no later than 7 days before the ABM.

Although this may seem complicated, it is hoped that this overall process will
allow for an ongoing, clear, open method for more RCA members to be involved in voicing their proposals, opinions and votes, thereby ensuring
transparency, increased harmony and stability for RCA. It will also assist in
making the ABM efficient and informed.
Reviewing the following five pages will provide a quick and more-complete
overview of the process. Thus review:

Part one, on page four, which lists the twelve process events.


Three process charts on pages six to eight.



Process timeline, on page nine, which illustrates the schedule.

What follows is an elaboration on the details of this process.
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Introduction:
1. Purpose: This policy establishes written requirements for the ABM Ballot
Process and is based on the following considerations:


Prior Custom and Practice: For the 2007 through 2014 annual business
meetings, the process followed was one established by custom and practice.


This unwritten custom and practice was established prior to the 2007
ABM based on the Bylaw changes adopted at the 2006 Boston ABM.1



Those Bylaw changes established delegate-couple voting, as well as an
implicit requirement to implement the Robert’s Rules’ provisions
covering a Convention of Delegates.2



Since 2007, the ABMs based on the Convention of Delegates provisions have been more structured than they were prior to that.

Avoiding Uncertainty: The definition of the ABM Ballot Process requires a
written policy. The uncertainty that exists when reliance is placed on unwritten custom
and practice is thereby avoided.

2. Objectives: The adoption of this policy is based on the recommendation of
the delegate couples attending the 2014 ABM. The text of the recommendation is attached as an appendix to this policy.

The policy objectives are to:

Provide substantially more time for the RCA groups to review and
consider the proposals included on the By-Mail Ballot for the ABM.


Limit the number of proposals on the ballot to no more than eight.



Allow the Fellowship to select those proposals most important to
the member groups for inclusion on the ballot.

Require that all elements of the ABM Ballot Process be an “open
process” within the Fellowship, the standard procedure for conduct of
the ABM.
3. Delegation of authority and responsibility: For this process to operate efficiently, it is essential that the extensive work required each year be delegated
to the appropriate WSO committees.

This important WSO work is delegated to the Structure Committee and the
Technology and Website Committee (hereafter Website Committee).

Under Concept of Service Three, complete responsibility and authority for
the performance of the defined tasks are delegated to the Structure
Committee and the Website Committee. 3

As always, the Board bears ultimate responsibility for delegated work.




Additional details regarding this delegation are covered below in paragraph two of part four, which covers general requirements for the process.
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4. Revocation of previously adopted policies: This policy covers all phases
of ABM Ballot Process. Therefore, the following Board policies covering
the first two phases of the process are revoked:

Policy adopted September 21, 2014, which covered the first phase of the
process.
Policy adopted January 17, 2015, which covered the second phase of the
process.
5. Structure of this document: The documentation of this policy has been
structured for ease of use whether the reader is looking for:

An overview of the process; or




The specific requirements for a process event.

To ensure ease of use, the current principles of document design have been
given priority over the page length of the policy.4

Part 1. Overview of the Process’s Phases and Events:
There are three phases in the process with four events in each. The phases and
events within each are labeled as follows:
Phase I: Submission of Proposals.
Event 1:

Set up website page for upcoming ABM.

Event 2:

Post proposal-submission form and notice
of submission deadline.

Event 3:

Reminder of submission deadline.

Event 4:

Deadline for submission of proposals.

Phase II: Ranking of Proposals.
Event 5:

Post submitted proposals and Ranking Form.

Event 6:

Submit Ranking Forms.

Event 7:

Post ranking results and Delegate-Couple
Designation Form.

Event 8:

Post copies of submitted Ranking Forms.

Phase III: Voting on Proposals.
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Event 9:

Post final proposals, rationales, and comments.

Event 10:

Post ballot and activate discussion forums.

Event 11:

Post notice per Missouri law.

Event 12:

Submit ballots.

Part 2. Process tables specifying the tasks for each event.
For each event, the schedule, requirements, responsibilities, and notice tasks
are specified in three process tables, one table for each of the three phases.

Each process tables has one column for each of the four events covered.

Each table has four rows for each event.

The four rows are labeled as follows:

Schedule


Event Requirements



Responsibility



Concurrent Notification

The contents of the four rows in each process table are described in the textual
table on the next page. Reference to the first process table on page six may be
helpful when reviewing these descriptions,
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Description of Contents of Each Row in Process Tables
Event

Event number and title

Schedule

Event completion date specified for one of four conditions:
1. As a not-later-than (NLT) date;
2. As a required date: NLT date of receipt for submissions from
members or groups;
3. For event eight, as a goal that may be delayed to accomplish
subsequent tasks of higher priority.
4. For event eleven, as a “window of time” during which the event
must be completed under Missouri law.

Event
Requirements

1. Requirements for each event are specified here. Many of these
requirements relate to preparation and posting of documents
required during the process.
2. General requirements for the process are specified in part four of
this policy.
3. Note that event requirements may include either or both of two
types of notices:
 Informational: Provides notice on website’s Public
Announcement Page. Notice announces either postings on
ABM page in Members’ Virtual Office or process deadlines.
 Substantive: Includes information explaining the details of an
event. Posted only in Member’s Virtual Office.
4. The last item for specific, but not all, events is a reference to the
event in Part Five that covers supplemental requirements.

Responsibility

1. Committees responsible for carrying out required work for each
event are identified.
2. Under this policy, authority and responsibility to perform required
work are delegated to two committees: Structure and Website.
3. Work monitored by Board in accordance with its responsibility
under Concept of Service Three.

Concurrent
Notification

1. To provide for committee coordination and Board monitoring,
concurrent, e-mail notification of the completion of each event is
required.
2. Copies of posted items are to be attached to each notification.
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Part 3. Timeline illustrating process schedule.
On page nine below, a timeline for the 2016 ABM is provided:

This timeline provides a visual overview of the process events and phases.

Some may not find timeline helpful. If so, it may be simply skipped over.

Given a few delays during the process’s 2015 first-time use, the 2016
ABM was selected for clarity.
Following the timeline, on page ten below is part four of the policy, which
specifies general requirements for the ABM Ballot Process.
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ABM Ballot Process. Phase I: Submission of Proposals

Event
Schedule

1. Set up website page for
upcoming ABM.

2. Post proposal-submission
form and notice of
submission deadline.

3. Post reminder of
submission deadline.

September 1st
not later than

October 1st
not later than

November 1st
not later than

Set up new webpage in
Member’s Virtual Office for
upcoming ABM.

1. Prepare:
 Form for proposal
submissions.
 Instructions for form.
 Substantive notice with
submission deadline and
explanation of process.
 Schedule for twelve events
including date of
upcoming ABM.

1. Prepare reminder of
deadline for submitting ABM
proposals.
2. Post reminder on ABM
webpage and on Public
Announcement Page.

Event
Requirements

4. Deadline for proposal
submission.
December 1st
must be received by
1. Submit proposals on
required form.
• By e-mail to
structure.chair@rcawso.info.
• Or to designated postal
address.
2. Send submission in time to
ensure its receipt by
deadline.

2. Post four documents on ABM
webpage.
3. Prepare informational notice
listing items prepared and
posted on Public
Announcement Page.
See event 4 in Part 5.

See event 2 in Part 5.

Responsibility
Concurrent
Notification
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Website Committee
Notify by e-mail: Board &
Structure and Outreach
committees.

Structure Committee

Structure Committee

Board &.Outreach and Website
committees.
 Attach copies of posted items
to e-mail.

Board &.Outreach and Website
committees.
 Attach copies of posted items
to e-mail.

RCA members &
RCA organizations.
Structure Committee to notice of
number of proposals received.
 Notice to Board and Outreach
and Website committees

ABM Ballot Process. Phase II: Ranking of Proposals.

Event
Schedule

5. Post submitted proposals
and Ranking Form.
January 15th
not later than
1. Prepare:
 Compilation of proposals.
 Ranking Form.
 Ranking instructions.
 Substantive notice
explaining ranking
process.
2. Post four items on ABM
webpage.

Event
Description

6. Submit Ranking Forms.

March 15th
must be received by
1. Submit rankings on required
Ranking Form.
• By e-mail to
structrue,chair@rca-wso.i
nfo.
• Or to designated postal
address
2. Send submission in time to
ensure its receipt by deadline.

3. Prepare informational notice
listing items posted on ABM
page.

7. Post ranking results and
delegate-couple
designation form.
March 22nd
not later than
1. Prepare:
 Spreadsheet summary of
ranking results.
2. Prepare:
 Delegate-couple
designation form
 Instructions for using
form.
3. Post three items on ABM
webpage.
4. Prepare and post
informational notice on
Public Announcement Page.

4. Post informational
notice on Public
Announcement Page.

8. Post copies of submitted
Ranking Forms.
April 1st
GOAL
1. Can be delayed to give
priority to Tasks 9 and 10.
2. Prepare document which:
 Combines each Ranking
Form with e-mail
by which submitted.
 Remove additional
personal information from
Ranking Forms.
 Compiles all submissions
into single document.
3. Prepare substantive notice
explaining the need for
authentication and for groups
to review their submissions.
4. Post both documents on ABM
page.

5. Website Committee: Set up
discussion forums (optional)

5. Post informational notice on
Public Announcement Page.
See event 6 in Part 5

See event 7 in Part 5.

See event 8 in Part 5.

RCA Groups

Structure Committee

Structure Committee

Board & Structure, Outreach, and
Website Committees.
 Attach copies of posted items
to e-mail.

Board & Structure, Outreach, and
Website Committees.
 Attach copies of posted items
to e-mail.

See event 5 in Part 5.

Responsibility

Structure Committee
Website Committee (optional)

Concurrent
Notification

Board & Structure, Outreach, and
Website Committees.
 Attach copies of posted items
to e-mail.
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ABM Ballot Process. Phase III: Voting on Proposals.

Event

9. Post final proposals,
rationales, and comments.

Schedule

April 24th
not later than
1. Prepare:
 Document containing
final proposals, rationales,
and comments, if any,
from Board and Structure
Committee.
 Substantive notice
explaining voting process.
2. Post both documents on ABM
webpage.

Event
Description

3. Prepare informational notice
listing items posted on ABM
webpage.


Post this notice on
Public Announcement Page.

10. Post ballot and activate
discussion forums.

Responsibility

Structure Committee

Concurrent
Notification

Board & Structure, Outreach, and
Website Committees.
 Attach copies of posted items
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60- to 30-day window
prior to ABM

May 8th
not later than
1. Prepare:
 By-Mail Ballot.
 Substantive notice
explaining balloting
process.
2. Post ballot and notice on ABM
webpage.

1. Prepare statutory notice of
ABM proposals.
2. Notice should include final
proposals, rationales, and
comments, if any, from
Board and Structure
Committee.

3. Activate discussion forums:
 In Member’s Virtual
Office
 Separate forums for each
proposal.

3. Post notice on ABM
webpage.

4. Prepare informational
notice covering posting of
ballot and forum activation.

5. Prepare informational notice
covering posting of statutory
notice.



See event 9 in Part 5.
See also entry in Part 5
for events 9 and 10.

11. Post notice per Missouri
law.

Post information on
Public Announcement
Page.

4. Goal for posting s notice is as
early as possible in statutory
window.



12. Submit ballots.

Seven days prior to ABM
must be received by
1. RCA groups submit ballots.
2. Ballots must be received not
later than 7 days prior to
ABM.
3. Ballots may be submitted
either by e-mail or by postal
mail.
4. Results of by-mail voting to
be counted by Structure
Committee.

Post notice on Public
Announcement Page.

See event 10 in Part 5.
See also entry in Part 5
for events 9 and 10.
Website Committee (forums)
Structure Committee
Board & Structure, Outreach, and
Website Committees.
 Attach copies of posted items

Structure Committee
Board & Structure, Outreach,
and Website Committees.
 Attach copies of posted

RCA Groups
Results are not to be released
until vote on each proposal at
ABM.

to e-mail.
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to e-mail.

items to e-mail.
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Part 4. General requirements for the process.
The following general requirements apply:
Section 1. Open process: Harmonizing Concept Twelve with Tradition Twelve. The ABM
Ballot Process is to be an open process within the Fellowship as has been the standard
procedure for the conduct of the ABM. The following considerations apply to this
determination:
1. “Democratic in thought and action:” Under the sixth item in RCA’s Concept of Service
Twelve, all WSO entities, like the Fellowship they serve, are to “always remain democratic
in thought and action.” v

Openness and transparency are key ingredients of a democratic process and serve
to build accountability and trust within an organization that is based on democratic
principles,

Openness strengthens WSO democracy and promotes efficiency and effectiveness
in the operations of the WSO.vi
2. Balancing openness with anonymity: To determine the extent to which the process is to
be open, the Concept Twelve commitment to democratic processes must be balanced with
the principles of anonymity addressed by Traditions Eleven and Twelve.

Since RCA is an anonymous organization, openness, in the context of the ABM and
this process, is limited to openness within the Fellowship and not outside the
Fellowship.
3. Applicable anonymity principles: Determining the anonymity requirements applicable
to the ABM Ballot Process requires that the multi-faceted aspects of anonymity be closely
examined. This provides the perspective needed to determine the relevant anonymity
requirements for this process.
4. Public media: Consistent with RCA Traditions Eleven and Twelve, the anonymity
principles apply in a different manner with respect to the public media than they do in
other situations including conversations with family, friends, and associates, as well as
dealing with matters within the Fellowship.

Protection of the Fellowship and its members is the primary focus of the anonymity
principles applicable to disclosures to the public media.

With respect to the public media, an individual’s identity as a member should not
be disclosed.
5. Family, friends, and associates: Other than the media, the co-founder of Alcoholics
Anonymous has pointed out that there are many situations in which disclosure of
membership is consistent with the anonymity principles.vii


Newcomers to the Fellowship may wish to tell their family and friends. Such
conversations may bring new couples to RCA. “Since it is only at the top public
level that anonymity is expected, such communications [are] well within its spirit.”
viii
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Once a couple has confidence in their recovery, “there seems no reason for failing
to talk about [RCA] membership in the right places.” “This has a tendency to bring
in other people. Word of mouth is one of our most important communications.” ix



“Few of us are anonymous so far as our daily contacts go. We have dropped
anonymity at this level because we think our friends and associates ought to know
about [RCA] and what it has done for us.” x



But others are free to adopt a stricter version of anonymity. “In my view, there isn’t
the slightest objection to groups who wish to remain strictly anonymous or to
people who think they would not like their membership in [RCA] known at all.
That is their business and this is a very natural reaction. However, most people find
that anonymity to this degree is not necessary, or even desirable.” xi

6. Recovery sessions: At recovery meetings anonymity is fundamental to providing a safe
environment for those participating.

As our Safety Guidelines make clear in the recovery context: “Anonymity is our
spiritual foundation. Who you hear here, what you hear here, When you leave here,
let it stay here.”
7. Application to the Annual Business Meeting: Disclosure of membership is not an issue
for the business meeting: membership is required to attend and to participate.
8. Spiritual dimension: There is a significant spiritual dimension to anonymity during the
ABM.

“To be anonymous within the Fellowship means to accept ourselves as no better or
worse than other members. This acceptance places us in a state of humility. It
makes us teachable. We find ourselves listening intently to people whose last
names we often don’t know.” xii Humility dictates that members not mention their
personal accomplishments or personal status.
 During the ABM, members and delegates who address the assembly are asked
to identify themselves by stating their name and the RCA group of which he or
she is a member.
 Members or delegates have a choice of whether to state their full name or just
to identify themselves by first name and first initial of their last name.

Anonymity must be balanced with the need to conduct the business meeting in a
way that comports with democratic principles.
 In contrast to recovery sessions, delegate couples and members in attendance at
the annual meetings are expected to report back to their home groups on the
proceedings at the annual meetings.
 In fact, minutes of those meetings are taken and posted for the Fellowship to
review.
 Thus the annual meetings ought to be open processes within the Fellowship.
9. Application to the ABM Ballot Process: The same considerations applicable to the
ABM also apply to the ABM Ballot Process.


Balancing the commitment to democratic processes with the applicable aspects of
anonymity leads to the same conclusion: The ABM Ballot Process should be an
open process within the Fellowship.
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The name and home group of individuals submitting proposals are to be
identified in their proposals (Event 4).

The same requirement applies to those submitting comments for inclusion in
the discussion forums (Event 10).
 Democratic processes require no less.
 Secrecy when the Fellowship is considering a proposal for the ABM is not
consistent with a commitment to a democratic process.
10. Additional personal information: As addressed in item three below in this part,
additional personal information is required when a group submits its rankings and when it
submits its ballot:

This information is required to ensure the security and authenticity of the ranking
and voting processes.

The WSO will maintain the confidentiality of this required additional personal
information: it will not be posted on the website.


Section 2. Necessity of and Requirements for Delegation: As noted in paragraph three of the
Introduction on page 3, the tasks required to implement the ABM ballot process have
been delegated to the Structure and Website committees. The following considerations
apply to this delegation:
1. Necessity: Important labor-intensive tasks: Board has overall responsibility for the
operations of the WSO.










As stated in Concept of Service Six “the primary administrative responsibility in most
world service matters should be exercised by the Board of Trustees.”
Concept Eight states: “The Board of Trustees is the principal planner and administrator
of overall policy and finance for the RCA–WSO
. . . .”
Given the Board’s overall responsibilities for WSO operations, it is not feasible for
the Board to either perform the labor-intensive work required by this policy or to
review the documents prepared under this policy in a timely manner before they are
posted.
Delegation of many important and labor intensive tasks to the various WSO
committees is essential so that the WSO can meet its obligations to the Fellowship.
WSO committees perform the bulk of the work within the WSO—not the Board of
Trustees.
The Board’s role is to establish policies that delegate important and essential WSO
tasks and to monitor those carrying out the work.
The Board is responsible for monitoring all delegated tasks whether the work was
delegated by the Board or by the Fellowship.

2. Delegation requirements: The following principles apply to all delegated tasks:

Concept of Service Three:xiii Under this Concept complete responsibility and
authority for the execution of the defined tasks are delegated to the Structure
Committee and the Website Committee.
 As always, the Board bears ultimate responsibility for delegated work.
 Corrective action: If corrective action is ever needed, the Board has the full
authority to request that the appropriate corrective action be taken.
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Board’s Role in the Process: Under Concept Three, the Board’s role is limited to
monitoring the delegated work performed by the committees.
 Board monitoring is by review of the various documents posted, as well as by
review of the committees’ monthly reports.
Other relevant Concepts: While a number of the Concepts of Service are applicable to delegated tasks, Concepts Four, Five, Nine, and Ten, in addition to
Concept Three, are particularly relevant.xiv
Point of contact: The Board’s point of contact for this delegation is the Board
Chair, or another Board member to whom this responsibility is delegated in
writing.

Section 3. Security for Internet ranking and voting: When using internet ranking and voting,
it is essential to have procedures that ensure the security and authentication of these
processes. The following considerations and requirements apply: xv
1. Special concerns: When compared to submission by postal mail, internet voting raises
special concerns about security and authentication.
2. Costly option: Some organizations using internet voting have hired firms to deal with
these issues. Cost precludes the WSO from considering that option.
3. Personal identification: To address these concerns, this policy requires that the
submitted Ranking Forms (Event 6) include personal identification information from the
member submitting the form for his or her group.
4. Required for ballot: When the By-Mail Ballot is submitted (Event 12), personal
identification information is also required from the member submitting the ballot for his
or her group.
5. Confidentiality: The WSO will maintain the confidentiality of the additional personal information that is required when the Ranking Forms and Ballots are submitted. This
information is not to be posted on the website.
Section 4. Posting requirements : The following requirements apply:
1. Member’s Virtual Office: Because the ABM Ballot Process is an open process only
within the Fellowship, anonymity requires that many of the documents prepared during
the process be posted only in the “members only” portion of the website, the RCA
Member’s Virtual Office.
2. Internal business affairs: For those documents not raising anonymity issues,
confidentiality of the WSO’s internal business affairs requires that these documents also
be posted only in the RCA Member’s Virtual Office.
3. Public notice: To ensure that the maximum possible information and notice are provided
to the Fellowship, the Structure Committee is to prepare and post an informational notice
on the Board’s Public Announcement Page whenever process documents are posted in the
RCA Member’s Virtual Office.
Section 5. Notification requirements within the WSO: The following notification requirements apply to the process events:
1. Concurrent notice: The Structure Committee is to provide concurrent e-mail notice of
event postings to the Board and the Outreach and Website committees. Copies of the
posted documents are to be attached to these e-mail notices.
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2. Activation of discussion forums: When the discussion forums are activated on the
Website (Event 10), the Website Committee is to provide a concurrent e-mail notice to the
Board, as well as to the Outreach and Structure committees.
3. E-mail notices: When notices, whether informational or substantive, are posted to the
website, the Website Committee, in coordination with the Board Chair, is to send a notice
either to the GCC’s or to the Fellowship as an E-news announcement.
4. Types of notices: There are two types of notices required in the process:

Informational notices posted on the Board’s Public Announcement Page.

Substantive notices providing information on the documents posted and
information on what action, if any, is required by the member groups. These notices
are posted the ABM page of the Member’s Virtual Office.

Section 6. Intermediate milestones: In view of the significant amount of important work that
this policy delegates to the Structure Committee and the Website Committee, the
committees are requested to develop intermediate milestones that they consider
necessary to meet the schedule specified for each event. In summary:
1. Committee discretion: Under Concept of Service Three, the committees have been
delegated the responsibility and the authority to accomplish the work assigned to them so
the need for intermediate milestones is left to their discretion.
2. Listing: If the committees determine that intermediate milestones would be useful, the
committees are requested to provide the Board a listing of those milestones.
3. Monthly reporting: The committees are further requested to address their progress on
these intermediate milestones in their monthly reports. These requests are made in light of
the Board’s Concept Three responsibility to monitor delegated work.
Section 7. Relationship of ABM Ballot Process to the Standing Rules: This question is
addressed for the clarification.
1. Standing Rules: The Standing Rules cover the conduct of the annual business and Boardelection meetings.

From 2007 through 2012, the delegate couples adopted Standing Rules at each
ABM.

In 2013 the Fellowship approved Special-Rule-of-Order Three, which adopted
permanent Standing Rules. The objective was to save time at each ABM by
precluding the necessity to spend time at each meeting adopting rules that only
applied to that meeting.
2. Relationship: The Standing Rules cover the conduct of the ABM while this policy covers
the tasks required prior to the ABM.

Part 5. Detailed requirements for specific events.
Event 2. Proposal Form and Related Documents: The following requirements supplement
those specified for this event in the process table for phase one:
1. Proposal Form: The one-page proposal form is to have three textual fields:

Brief Title field— one line in length.
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Brief Description of Proposal field—with an approximate limit on the
number of characters that can be entered of 2,300, including spaces.
Rationale field—with an approximate limit on the number of characters that
can be entered of 1,000, including spaces.

2. Submissions: Proposals must be submitted on the designated form.

Each proposal is limited to a single page to ease the burden on the Groups when
reviewing submitted proposals.

Given that there is no specified limit on number of proposals that may be
submitted, this limitation is necessary.

The e-mail (or other document) by which a proposal is submitted is required to
include the identification of the member (or other WSO entity) submitting the
proposal.
 In the case of individual submission, the submitter is required to identify the
group to which he or she belongs.
 The member may use his or her full name or may use his or her first name and
the first letter of their last name.

This form is not to be used for either the final wording of proposals or rationales
when the selected proposals are sent to the Fellowship for voting.
 There is no specified limit on the length of the final wording of the proposals
and rationales.
 But the length should be reasonable; otherwise, a proposal is not likely to be
read or carefully reviewed by the Fellowship.
3. Instructions: When the proposal form is posted, instructions for its use are to be prepared
and posted.
4. Schedule: A schedule for the twelve events is to be prepared and posted and is to include
the date of the upcoming ABM.
5. Notices: Two notices are to be prepared and posted:

Substantive notice specifying the submission deadline and explaining the proposalsubmission process.

Informational notice listing the documents posted for this event.
Event 4. Submission of Proposals: The following requirements supplement those specified
for this event in the process table for phase one:
1. Multiple Proposals on the Same Topic: If multiple proposals on the same topic are
submitted:
 The Structure Committee is to consult with the submitters to assess whether
consolidation of the submissions is feasible.
 The final decisions on any changes or consolidations must always remain with the
submitters.
2. Excessive Number of Submissions from one source: The Board reserves the right to
take appropriate action in the event that an excessive number of proposals are submitted
by a single individual or a single entity within the Fellowship.
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Event 5. Ranking Process: The following requirements supplement those specified for this
event in the process table for phase two:
1. Ranking Form: The Ranking Form is to be used by each member group to rank the
submitted proposals. Each RCA group is to rank the eight proposals that the group judges
to be the most important for the Fellowship to consider.

If there are eight or fewer proposals, each group is to rank the proposals to
determine the order in which the proposals ate to be voted at the annual business
meeting.

This is important because there may be occasions when it is not possible to address
all the selected proposals during the course of a one-day meeting.
2. Importance to the Fellowship: During the ranking process, no decision need be made on
whether a group favors or opposes a particular proposal.

That decision ought to be made when a group votes on the proposals. At the
voting stage more information is available on the selected proposals. Including:
 The final wording of the proposals and rationales.
 Comments and recommendations from the Board and the Structure Committee
may be available.
 Fellowship comments are to be posted in the discussion forum for each
proposal.

At the ranking stage of the process, the group’s focus ought to be on judging which
proposals are most important for the Fellowship to include on the ABM ballot.
3. Identification of the Submitter: The Ranking Form must include fields for the personal
identification of the member submitting the form for his or her group. This is necessary
for the security of the process and the authentication of the submission.
4. Ranking Procedure: The following requirements apply to the ranking procedure:

The rank of one is to be given to the proposal of highest importance in the
judgement of the group, while the rank of eight is to be given to the proposal
judged to be of the lowest importance.

The group must use each ranking values only once. Thus each of the values
of “one” through “eight” must be used to indicate the relative importance
of the eight selected proposals. Reminder: no rank value may be used more than
once.

If there are fewer than eight proposals submitted, the ranking procedures are to be
adjusted consistent with the approach specified here.
5. Ranking Instructions: When the Ranking Form is posted, instructions for its use should
also be prepared and posted.
6. Notices: Two notices are to be prepared and posted:

Substantive notice explaining the ranking process.

Informational notice listing the documents posted for this event.
7. Optional Discussion Forums: Depending on the number of proposals submitted, it may
be helpful to provide discussion forums during the ranking process.
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Discretion to implement these forums is delegated to the Structure and Website
committee.



If implemented, the Website Committee is responsible for the forums, which are to
comply with the policy covering discussion forums.

Event 6. Scoring of submitted rankings: The following requirements supplement those
specified for this event in the process table for phase two:
1. The following scoring table is to be used to combine the results of the rankings submitted
by the groups:
Scoring Table
Rank

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Score

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

2. Total scores for each proposal are to be computed by adding the scores from each of the
ranking sheets. Then an average score for each proposal is to be computed by dividing the
total score by the number of rankings submitted.

If there are more than eight proposals, the scores will determine those to be
included on the ballot. The scores will also determine the order in which the
proposals are listed on the ballot and voted on at the ABM.

If there are fewer than eight proposals submitted, the scoring procedures are to be
adjusted consistent with the approach specified here.

In the technical literature on ranking and selection processes, this scoring
procedure is recognized as a Modified- Borda-Count Method. A number of experts
in this field consider it to be an effective scoring method to measure consensus.xvi
Event 7. Ranking results and Delegate-Couple Designation Form: The following requirements supplement those specified for this event in the process table for phase two:
1. Ranking results: A spreadsheet summarizing the ranking results is to be prepared and
posted.
2. Delegate-Couple Designation Form: This form is to be prepared and posted.

The form is to provide the same information included in the forms used for the
2012 through 2014 ABMs.

The requirement for each group’s submission of the form is covered in paragraph
3.6.1.3 of the Bylaws.xvii
3. Instruction for use of Designation Form: Instructions for use of the form are to be
prepared and posted.
4. Notice: An informational notice listing the documents posted for this event is to be
prepared and posted.
Event 8. Submitted Ranking Forms: The following requirements supplement those specified
for this event in the process table for phase two:
1. Combining the ranking submissions: The Structure Committee is to combine each
Ranking Form with the submitting e-mail (or other submission document) into a single
document.
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All the submission documents are then to be combined into a single overall
document.

The committee is to remove from the posted Ranking Forms the personal
information included on the forms by the submitters except for the following:
 The submitter(s) first name(s) and first letter of last name(s).
 The submitter(s) e-mail address.

The committee is to retain a copy of the forms without the deletions for use
in the event that questions are raised about any submission.
2. Authentication and security process: The objective of this procedure is to provide an
authentication and security process that ensure the validity of submitted forms and detects
duplicate submissions.
3. Notices: Two notices are to be prepared and posted:

Substantive notice explaining the purpose of this procedure and explaining the
necessity of review by the groups of their submissions to ensure their authenticity.

Informational notice listing the documents that have been posted.


Event 9. Final proposals, rationales, and comments: The following requirements
supplement those specified for this event in the process table for phase three:
1. Final versions: The Structure Committee is to prepare and post a document containing
the final proposals and rationales along with comments on each proposal, if any, from the
Board of Trustees and the Structure Committee.
 For each proposal the committee and the Board may provide comments and
recommendations, including minority opinions.
 There is to be no specified limit on the length of the final wordings of the proposals
and rationales.
 But the length should be reasonable; otherwise, the proposal and rationale are not likely to be read or carefully reviewed by the groups.
2. Early completion: Since the completion of this event starts the Groups’ voting-review
period, the committee is encouraged to complete this event as soon as is practicable.

It may be possible to begin work on the final proposals and rationales as early
as January 15th when there are eight or fewer proposals.
3. Notices: Two notices are required:

A substantive notice that provides an explanation of the voting process is to be
prepared and posted.

An informational notice covering both documents is to be prepared
and posted.
Event 10. Ballot and discussion forums: The following requirements supplement those
specified for this event in the process table for phase three:
1. Ballot: The Structure Committee is to prepare and post a simplified ballot
covering the selected proposals. It is to contain a short description of each proposal
that identifies the proposal and its objective.

The ballot is not to contain the complete wording of the proposals.
It is also not to contain rationales, comments, or recommendations.
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The ballot is to be prepared as a PDF form that can be submitted
by attaching it to an e-mail.

The ballot must include fields for the personal identification of the member
submitting the form for his or her group. This is necessary for the security
of the process and the authentication of the submission.
2. Majority for passage: Under Missouri law the ballot must show the required majority
for the passage of each proposal.
 The required majority is 75 percent for Bylaw additions or
amendments.
xviii
 For additions or amendments to the Special Rules of Order,
the required majority is two-thirds.
 Fellowship approved policies require either a simple majority or
a two-thirds majority. Considerations applicable to making this
choice are addressed in Special-Rule of Order Twoxix and in the RCA Concepts of
Service.
 Under Special Rule of Order Two, for policy proposals, the
ballot is to include the Structure Committee’s recommendation
for the required majority: either a simple majority or a
two-thirds majority.
 Under this special rule of order, the delegate couples at the ABM may vote to
accept or change the Structure Committee’s recommendation.
3. Notices: Two notices are to be prepared and posted:

Substantive notice that provides an explanation of the ballot-submission process.

Informational notice listing the posting of the ballot and the activation of the
discussion forums.
4. Discussion Forums: The Website Committee is to prepare and activate
the discussion forums.

A separate Board policy covers the requirements for the discussion forums.


Events 9 & 10. Maximizing the time available to review final proposals:
The following requirements supplement those specified for these events in the process table for phase three:
1. Objective: A fundamental objective of ABM Ballot Process is to maximize the time
available to the RCA groups to review and consider the final proposals. Thus, the
Structure and Website committees are requested to give consideration to the following:

When there are eight or fewer proposals submitted by the December 1st
deadline, the work on the documents required for Event 9 (Post Final proposals,
rationales, and comments) and for Event 10 (Post ballot and activate discussion
forums) could be started earlier.
 This work could commence as early as January 15th, which is the completion
date for Event 5 (Post submitted proposals and Ranking Form).
 Starting this work early could permit the posting of the documents required
for events 9 and 10 substantially earlier than the specified not-later-than dates.
 As a result there could be more time for the RCA groups to review and vote on
the final proposals.
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2. Request: The Structure Committee and the Website Committee are requested to
consider performing this work early when it is feasible to do so.

Appendix
Delegate-couples recommendation at 2014 London ABM.
The delegate couples at the London 2014 made the following recommendation to the Board
of Trustees by a vote of 23 in favor, none opposed, and one abstention. The motion asks the
Board to consider a timeline for receiving business motions and allowing the Fellowship to
select those proposals most important to the groups.
A five-step process was outlined:
Step 1:
Proposals for the next ABM would be received by December 15 (approximately 8
months before the next ABM). Final wording would not be required. Structure
would create a format for submittals.
Step 2:
By January 15, proposals are posted on RCA web site and groups notified of the
review process. Groups would decide which proposals, a maximum of eight,
would be considered at the next ABM. This isn’t a vote on the content, but simply
a consensus on the most important issues.
Step 3:
Local groups would have 60 days to rank-order their interest and send to WSO
(until March 15th)
Step 4:
By May 1, final wording of the selected proposals would be posted on Web site
Step 5:
Final notice of business items would be distributed as required by Missouri law.
Throughout: There would be a discussion forum on the RCA web site for each proposal. The
purpose is to encourage a free exchange of opinions for long enough for a group conscience
to emerge. If there are more than eight proposals, those not taken up by the Fellowship would
need to be re-submitted for the following year. Proposals selected by Fellowship for
consideration must be:
I. Brought to a vote at the next ABM, or
II. Specifically set by that ABM for the ABM next following, or
III. Set by that ABM for a special by-mail ballot.
Endnotes
1

.

Custom and Practice is defined in Robert’s Rules as follows:
“In some organizations a particular practice may sometimes come to be followed as a matter of established
custom so that it is treated practically as if it were prescribed by a rule. If there is no contrary provision in the
parliamentary authority [Robert’s Rules] or written rules of the organization, the established custom should be
adhered to unless the assembly, by a majority vote, agrees in a particular instance to do otherwise.”
RONR (11th ed.), p. 19, lines 1 to 9. (RONR stands for Rules of Order Newly Revised and is the standard citation form for
Robert’s Rules)
Adoption of a written rule or policy supersedes a prior Custom and Practice.

1

.

The Convention of Delegates provisions are contained in §§ 58 and 59 of Robert’s Rules (11th ed.) at pages 600 through
640.

1

.

Concept of Service Three states:
“To ensure effective leadership, the Fellowship should endow each element of the RCA World Service
Organization (WSO) with sufficient authority to match its assigned responsibilities. Delegated authority
should always be subject to reporting and monitoring.”
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1

For a review of the elements of Document Design, see: Garner’s Modern American Usage (3rd ed. 2009) at p. 271. Bryan
Garner is the author of the usage section in the most recent editions of The Chicago Manual of Style. See also Typography
for Layers: Essential Tools for Polished & Persuasive Documents, Matthew E. Butterick (2010). The title is somewhat of
a misnomer: over ninety percent of the text has nothing to do with law or legal writing.

1

RCA’s Concept of Service Twelve states (emphasis added):
“The spiritual foundation of the RCA World Service Organization is contained in the RCA Traditions, and
should ensure that:
a. No RCA service body, including the Board of Trustees and all its committees, ever becomes the seat of
perilous wealth or power;
b. Sufficient operating funds and reserve be the World Service Organization’s prudent financial principle;
c. No RCA member ever be placed in a position of unqualified authority over others;
d. All important decisions are reached by discussion, vote, and wherever possible by substantial unanimity;
e. No service action ever be personally punitive nor an incitement to public controversy;
f. No RCA service body, including the Board of Trustees and all its committees, ever performs acts of
government, and that, like the Fellowship they serve, they always remain democratic in thought and
action.”

1

Paraphrasing from the White House’s January 21, 2009, Memorandum on Transparent and Open Government.
This memorandum summarizes a number of fundamental principles of democratic processes and can be down-loaded from
the Internet. Published in the Presidential Documents section of the Federal Register on January 28, 2009, at page 4685 of
volume 74.

1

“As Bill Sees It: The A.A. Way of Life . . . selected writings of A.A.’s co-founder” (1967). This is A.A. General Service
Conference-approved literature.

1

Ibid. at p. 43.

1

Ibid. at p. 120.

.

.

.

.
.
.

1

. Ibid. at p. 278.

1

Ibid. at p. 120.

1

The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous (2002) at Tradition Twelve, pp. 200 to 201.

1

See note 3 above.

.
.
.

1

. The text of these four Concepts is as follows:
Concept 4: “Throughout the WSO each member of a service body should be given equal opportunity to fully
participate in decisions made by that body.”
Concept 5: “Throughout our service structure, a traditional Right of Appeal ought to prevail, so that minority
opinion will be heard and personal grievances will receive careful consideration without fear
of reprisal.”
Concept 9: “Good leadership at all service levels is indispensable for our future functioning and safety. While
the Board of Trustees provides the primary leadership in the area of world service, effective
leadership is also necessary at all service levels.”
Concept 10: “In all cases, service responsibility and authority should be matched and well defined. Doubleheaded management is to be avoided. Accountability should be clearly defined and should include
a single point of contact for reporting.”

1

.

See discussion on the need for security and authentication in the section titled Internet Voting at page 153 of American
Institutes of Parliamentarians Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure (2012).
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1

.

Ibid. at page157, section titled Borda Count Voting:
“It has been shown by mathematical analysis that the Borda Count achieves fairness in
elections when more than two candidates are running.”
The same conclusion applies to its use in the ranking of multiple items.
For a mathematical analysis, see The Optimal Ranking Method Is the Borda Count, Donald G. Saari, Department
of Mathematics, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois (January, 1985). Downloaded from the Internet on
January 18, 2015. Not all experts agree with Dr. Saari.

1

This provision of the RCA Bylaws states in pertinent part:
“3.6.1.3 Procedures for Voting by Member Groups. It shall be the responsibility of the Group Contact
Couple (GCC) of each Member Group to notify the Board of Trustees of the Delegate Couple representing the
Member Group or, in the alternative, of the designation of the Delegate Couple representing the group by
proxy if the group chooses that option. The delegate couple shall also be responsible for the group’s
submission of any votes by mail when the group elects to vote by that means when voting-by-mail is
available. The Board of Trustees shall establish the deadlines for initial and modified designations by each
Member Group and shall establish necessary procedures and forms required to implement delegate voting, bymail voting, and proxy voting.”

1

“Special Rules of Order” are provisions that modify the standard provisions in Robert’s Rules. Robert’s Rules specifies
procedures for the adoption of Special Rules of Order (prior notice and two-thirds majority are requirements). See RONR
(11th ed.) pp. 16 through 17.

.

.

1.

RCA Special-Rule-of-Order Two: This special-rule-of-order states as follows (emphasis added:
“Rule 2: Vote Required for a Policy that is Designated as a ‘Fellowship Approved
Policy’. To designate a significant, substantive policy as a ‘Fellowship Approved Policy,’
approval shall require a two-thirds majority of the delegate couples of RCA member groups
voting.
Proviso: This special rule shall be effective on the date of its passage. This special rule of
order is not applicable to those types of procedural policies that will ordinarily be included in
the RCA-WSO Policies and Procedures Manual. Whether this special rule is applicable to a
proposed policy shall be initially determined by the Structure Committee when the final
notice of wording of a proposed policy is published. This decision of the committee may be
challenged at the annual business meeting, prior to the tallying of votes on the policy. If
challenged, the delegate couples in attendance at the meeting will determine, by a majority
vote, if the special rule applies.”
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Introduction:
The intent of this document is to provide guidelines for the translation of RCA Literature.

Section 1: Translation Roles & Responsibilities
The following four entities are involved in the translation process:

1. World Service Organization (WSO) Board of Trustees
The Board is composed of volunteers who are elected by the Fellowship to represent them
in conducting RCA-WSOs’ business. The Board is responsible to the Fellow- ship, serving,
not governing as per the RCA Traditions.

2. WSO Translation Committee
This is a WSO committee which represents the Board of Trustees for translation is- sues. It
has the primary responsibility of supporting, coordinating, and promoting the work of local
translation committees. A concurrent responsibility is to insure that translations preserve
the integrity of the RCA message through a conceptual evalua- tion and approval process.

3 Chartering Entity
The Chartering Entity creates the Local Translation Committee.

•

If there is only one meeting in the local language, the Chartering Entity will
typically be the business meeting of the local recovery meeting.

•

If there is a national service organization, the Chartering Entity will be the
national service organization.

•

If there is more than one meeting in the local language, but no national
service organization, the Chartering Entity can be multiple recovery meetings
in that language.

•

In unusual circumstances the Chartering Entity may be the WSO Translation
Committee.

4. Local Translation Committee (“LTC”)
A committee formed of persons from local RCA groups whose purpose is to translate RCA
material into their language. The LTC is created by a Chartering Entity, to whom the LTC is
responsible.

•

In the case that the WSO Translation Committee is the Chartering Entity, the
Committee may form a subcommittee to serve as the LTC.

Section 2: Building a translation: the Foundation
1. Need and longing: When RCA groups are formed outside of English speaking countries, a need and longing for foreign language RCA literature occurs immediately.
2. Driving force: The Local Translation Committees are the driving force behind making the dreams of foreign language literature a reality.
3. These guidelines: This document, RCA Translation Basics, is an attempt to combine
the experience of RCA LTCs with that of the LTCs of other Twelve-Step Fellowships to
provide informative, helpful guidelines to new RCA LTCs.
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4. New experiences: As LTCs learn new ways of getting things done, we will add those
experiences to this publication so that all can benefit. This document is not to be
seen as a set of rules but as a suggested way of going forward that has worked for
other LTCs.

Section 3: Getting started: How the RCA literature-translation
process works
1. Board of Trustees encouragement: The World Service Board of Trustees desires to
encourage and promote the ease of translating RCA material.
• To that end, in February, 2013 the Board established the WSO
Translation Committee.
• This committee is ready to help LTCs with source material and a glossary that
explains recovery terms, previous translation work in your language if it
exists, and with whatever they can do to further your success in translating.
2. In the Beginning: LTC Experience has given us the following helpful hints to get
through the initial stages:

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Learn to walk before you try to run, or, in more familiar terms, “easy does
it”.
Make realistic plans for your meetings and your work —set goals that are
easy to fulfill, at least in the beginning.
Spread the work among several people, and don’t put too much work on a
single member, even if the member is willing to do it. It’s easy to get overwhelmed.
If you disagree on how to translate, what terms should be used, etc., let
the group conscience decide. Don’t make decisions on your own.
Review how other Fellowships have translated materials common to all Fellowships. The AA, NA and OA translations will often provide good guides to
appropriate translations.
Google Translate is also a resource, but you should also consult other dictionaries and online resources in your work.
If possible, let a professional translator or corrector (or proofreader) go over
your draft before you send it to the WSO.

3. More helpful hints:
•

•
•

•

Vary the work that single members or working groups are doing. For instance, if some members have been translating only, let these members
work with the revisions, and vice versa. Boredom can cause members to
drop out of service, just like overwork can.
Take good care of each other. We are recovering addicts, not machines.
Be patient. This is time-consuming work, and it may be a long time before you
get a tangible reward. For instance, it can take months or even years for a
trans- lation to go from beginning to approval and printing.
Concentrate more on the spirit of the written message, and less on specific
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•

•

•

words.
When it comes to successful communication, the saying “more is better”
makes a lot of sense. There is no shortage of literature to translate so we
may find ourselves working together for many years.
Contact the WSO Translation Committee early. There are templates available both to help you organize your work, and for the appropriate formatting
and graphics for RCA literature. Also, the WSO Translation Committee will
facili- tate the formal approvals you will need from RCA.
If you consider engaging a professional translator, be sure that you engage
someone who is deeply familiar with the way Twelve-Step language is used locally.

Also be sure that your area has sufficient funding available to engage
a translator, or contact RCA-WSO Board of Trustees to allocate a
budget for translation work.

You may also find that the process of doing translation will familiarize
yourselves with the material in a much deeper way, and will therefore
be- come a recovery tool in its own right.

Section 4: LTCs, as such, ought to always be organized, but how?
1. Begin early: Translations can begin even without a formal service structure. All it
takes is a few dedicated people who are willing to form a group to create
translation drafts. The translations can progress while RCA is growing locally.
2. Local service committee: But if your area, region or country has a service committee, your local translation committee will probably be formed by that service
commit- tee and be accountable to it.
• Members of the committee may be elected, or a small workgroup may form
on its own.
• Later, this group may be formally recognized as an area or regional
translation subcommittee.
3. Authority and responsibility: Your LTC should have the authority and responsibility for developing translations.
• This means that your LTC will do the actual translating and/or reviewing and
make the decisions required throughout the process.
• At the same time, accountability to your local RCA community needs to be
maintained.
• This can be accomplished best with frequent reports to your local RCA community and the WSO Board through the WSO Translation Committee.
4. It takes time: Because translations take time, especially the first piece in a
language, it may seem as if your LTC’s dedication is really being tested.
•

You will need all the support your RCA community can provide.

•

The committee members should have a realistic idea how long these
projects can take, and should be prepared to commit themselves for the
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duration of the project.
5. Small group preferable: A small group, between five and seven members, is usually
more manageable and stable than a larger group. LTCs should try, whenever
possible, to have at least three regular members.
6, Regular meetings: Regular meetings will ensure that the work keeps moving for- ward.
As much as possible, your LTC should operate by consensus. Seeking a group conscience
seems to foster a sense of unity and satisfaction about the work.

Section 5: The actual work — some possibilities
1. More than one way of doing things: When it comes to the actual work, there is, of
course, more than one way of doing things; it really depends on how many
members there are in the committee. The collective experience of LTCs across
many Fellow- ships has generated several possibilities.
2. If your committee is small (three to five members):
•

One person in the committee does the translations, but the whole
committee goes over the work and makes the final decisions.

•

Or all the members translate on their own, then meet to discuss and agree on
the final translation.

•

Or one person from outside the committee, or a professional translator, does
the translations, and the committee goes over the work and makes the final
decisions.
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3. If your committee is larger (six to seven members):
•

Split the committee into two workgroups, where, for instance, one group
is translating, and one group is reviewing the translations. The ideal size
for a workgroup seems to be three to five people.

•

Or individual members translate by
themselves, and several workgroups
will do the revision work.

•

Or one or more individuals from outside
the committee translate, while the
committee is revising the work.

Accountability is Key:
Keep everyone informed, and
make sure you have the support of
your fellow members!

4. The LTC Secretary acts as the facilitator for the work and:
•

Makes sure that a schedule for your meetings is planned and set up;

•

Sees to it that a realistic work plan is designed based on the available time
and skills of committee members;

•

Reports on a regular basis to the local RCA Fellowship (reporting is to area, regional or national committees if they exist, or directly to members or the
groups of your RCA community at any event where everyone comes together);

•

Works directly with the WSO Translation Committee, advising of a work plan,
and communicating on a regular basis about your translation progress;

•

Acts as a mediator if any arguments arise about word choices.

5. Other suggestions:
•

The committee itself needs to have members who have some recovery time,
so that they are familiar with the steps and traditions which are the
principles of Recovering Couples Anonymous.

•

Committee members should be proficient in both the local language (your
lan- guage) and English.

•

One more suggestion, based on experience from other LTCs: As with everything else that has to do with being of service to RCA, don’t do things
alone.

•

Control and ego are the big enemies — our Twelfth Tradition teaches us
to place principles before personalities!

•

We don’t think that closed service committee meetings are a good idea,
because we strive to create openness and trust.


•

But you may want to limit participation to the committee members, and
ask your visitors to observe silently. Otherwise, you may find that your
work time is spent explaining to others what you are doing.

Certainly, regular RCA members wishing to comment on the committee’s work
should have an opportunity to do so. Some committees schedule a special
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meeting where interested members can give their input.
•

Above all else, the key to this work is flexibility. If the committee finds that the
guidelines it has designed for itself don’t work, it should be able to change
them so they do work.

Section 6: First things first! How to prioritize your projects
1. Priority list: The WSO Translation Committee suggests that new LTCs adopt this
priority list:
• The Recovery Glossary and a choice from among three other items:

•



Who We Are pamphlet.



Outreach Pamphlet.



Welcome to RCA Newcomer Couple! Pamphlet.

The Meeting Materials — excerpted from the fourth edition of the Blue Book.


A set of basic items to go along with the Glossary: mainly from
Chapter I of the Blue Book.



Meeting readings from Chapter III of the Blue Book.



Preparation-for-meeting materials from Chapter III.



A Guide to RCA’s Twelve Steps, Chapter II of the Blue Book.



Then, a selection of other Blue Book items so that incremental
publications of Blue Book excerpts can be published.



Completion of the Blue Book, Recovering Couples Anonymous, Fourth
Edition.



When completing the Blue Book, the LTC might consider translating the
following three Chapters last and in the order listed (these three
chapters account for approximately 67% of the total number of English
words to be translated):


Chapter VI:

52 Reflections (12% of the total words)



Chapter VII:

Keynote Addresses (14% of the total words)



Chapter V:

Couples Stories (41% of the total words)

2. Recovery Glossary: Many LTCs want to do the Blue Book first.
•

It’s an understandable desire, but we don’t recommend it.

•

Translating first the Recovery Glossary, including the short forms of the Twelve
Steps and the Twelve Traditions, will make all your future translation work
much simpler, because so many of the decisions about word choices will have
been made. You may want to include a few other basic items as a part of the
ini- tial Glossary effort:


The Twelve Concepts.
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The portions of the Blue Book from which the text in the pamphlets
Who We Are and the Outreach Pamphlet is extracted.

•

If you translate the Recovery Glossary first, your LTC won’t have to have the
same discussions over and over again.

•

Completing the pamphlets Who We Are and the Outreach Pamphlet as part
of the Glossary effort has two benefits.


They add a significant amount of Blue Book materials to the Glossary effort, thus increasing the scope of the materials covered by the Glossary.



They are of manageable size and their completion and approval will
instill a sense of accomplishment in the LTC.


•

Once approved they will provide recovery material in your own
lan- guage.

Another option rather than including the two pamphlets as part of the
Glossary effort is translate and include the “Welcome to RCA Newcomer
Couple!” pamphlet.


The disadvantage of including the “Welcome to RCA Newcomer Couple!”
pamphlet as part of the glossary is that it is relatively long document and
most of the text does not come directly from the Blue Book.



This is a choice for each LTC to make. The “Welcome to RCA Newcomer
Couple!” brochure can be translated later after more of the Blue Book
has been translated.

3. Using the Recovery Glossary: Once completed, you can use the Recovery Glossary
as a “dictionary” for all your future translations:

•

The Recovery Glossary contains key words and principles that are specific to
RCA. This is what we call “RCA language”.

•

It also contains our Twelve Steps, Twelve Traditions, and the Twelve Concepts.

•

Carefully translating these fundamentals will ensure your future
translation work accurately reflects the RCA message.

•

If you need to use multiple word choices in the Recovery Glossary, carefully
explain when each should be used.
This will help you avoid problems in your future work.

•

4. Work plan and timeline: Create a work plan and timeline for translating the Recovery Glossary that includes your process for ensuring that the translation is accurate,
as well as the specific goals of your translation work.
•

You may also want to include specific dates on your work plan.

•

Inform your area or regional service committee (if one exists) and the
WSO Translation Committee about your work plan.

5. Evaluation and approval: The agreed-upon work plan and the translations of the
Recovery Glossary should be forwarded to the WSO Translation Committee for
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evaluation and approval.
6. Good enough: Many LTCs have shared that when working on their first few projects, the committee wouldn’t settle for anything less than an absolutely
flawless draft.
•

As a result, revision followed revision, and it seemed the work would never be
completed.

•

LTCs have also shared that at some point they had to accept that the work was
“good enough” and allow it to be published.

7. If stuck: If you find yourself stuck on a specific problem, you may find it helpful to
seek input from your local RCA community, either the local service committee or
even the entire local membership.
•

However, a decision to convene the entire local membership should be made
only as a last resort.

•

It’s often not as helpful as it would seem.

•

Not every member of the Fellowship will have the specific language and translation skills to fully understand the issue.

8. Continuity of style and tone: When compiling the translation work of several people or groups, it is best if only one person actually transcribes the translation to ensure continuity of style and tone throughout the text.
•

No one wants literature to be “choppy”, sounding as if it were pasted together
from a lot of different pieces.

9. Professional translator: If you use a professional translator, it is better to use
someone who has lived and studied in an English-speaking environment.

10.

•

It is best if the translator has specific Twelve Step experience, as the translator
will then not need as much instruction in Twelve Step terminology and
philosophy.

•

It is important to have that understanding, since this isn’t just a literal
translation process. Of course, the review work is always done by RCA
members.

Compatible versions of Word: Be sure that all members of the LTC are using
compatible versions of Word, and are familiar with, and use, the Track Changes
and Comment features in Word.
•

However, an LTC may choose not to use the Track Changes and Comment features if they find it too cumbersome.

•

Be sure to date every draft.

•

Final versions of documents should be published in PDF format to
ensure consistent formatting.

•

Final Word documents should also be sent to the WSO Translation Committee.

Section 7: Conceptual fidelity.
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1. Communicating the message in your language: It is true that Recovering Couples
Anonymous is a worldwide Fellowship whose primary purpose transcends national
boundaries, cultural barriers, and linguistic differences. But once the message has
transcended boundaries and comes to rest in a particular place, local members have
to figure out how to communicate this message in their language. That is where conceptual fidelity comes into play.

2. Meaning: Conceptual fidelity means simply that when we translate RCA literature,
we translate ideas, not just words. Our aim in translating those ideas is to make
sure they are faithful to the original.
•

We want to make sure that RCA literature
carries the same message, regardless of
the publication’s language.

•

Maintaining conceptual fidelity in RCA literature translations gives life to our spiritual
commitment to preserve the RCA message
of recovery.

•

Our experience with recovery may be influenced by a variety of factors such
as age, gender, culture, ethnicity, and language, but our presentation of our
pro- gram’s spiritual principles and ideas needs to remain consistent.

Conceptual fidelity:
Translate ideas, not just words
with literal translation and
cultural adaptation

3. Recovery Glossary: In order to assist Local Translation Committees in their work,
we have developed the Recovery Glossary.
•

It contains phrases and terminology that we have identified as essential
components of the RCA message.

•

These words or phrases often have a special meaning within the RCA Fellowship:


“Coupleship”



“Inventory”



“Cross-talk”



“Shaming
and Blaming”



“Baiting and
Button-Pushing”



“Family of
Origin”

4. American origin: Some of the terminology used in Recovering Couples Anonymous
literature reflects the American origin of our literature.
•

This can make it difficult to translate. The task becomes even further complicated by the fact that some of the terminology isn’t just American but
American slang.

•

Words such as “trigger,” “sharing,” and “baiting,” and phrases such as
“easy does it,” and “keep it simple,” are some examples.

•

Because some of these expressions are American idioms or slang
expressions, they might be misunderstood in the translation process.

•

They are included in the Recovery Glossary to ensure that their meaning is
understood and translated effectively.
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5. Concept and spirit: When we translate, it is most important that the concept is
expressed, as well as the spirit of the expression and not so much the actual
words.
•

Many times there is another more culturally relevant expression that
conveys the meaning much better.

•

In other instances, it may be that the original expression is the only one
that works and must therefore be translated literally.

•

These types of decision have to be made on a case-by-case basis.

6. Fellowship’s name in English: Somewhat related to this is a copyright-related decision the RCA Board has made about its name “Recovering Couples Anonymous.”
•

This is wording that the Board has decided should appear in the original English
on all translated material.

•

Your LTC can still translate the name “Recovering Couples Anonymous” and
use it on the cover or front page of your translated material.

•

However, the English name will be printed on the cover as well as your
translation.

7. Complete work: All RCA literature is considered a complete work approved by the
Board or Fellowship as it is published.
•

Nothing can be added or deleted to the content for translated versions.

•

If your LTC finds that a word, name, symbol or quotation needs explanation
because it is unknown to your culture or language, you can use a footnote.

Section 8: Evaluation Process
1. Purpose: The evaluation process is a series of steps designed to ensure conceptual
fidelity of RCA literature translations.
•

The Fellowship delegates to the Board of Trustees and the WSO Translation
Committee the responsibility of ensuring the integrity of RCA’s message of recovery.

•

When evaluating a translation of a piece of RCA literature, we are concerned
that the translation remains true to the original, that specific, crucial
concepts are maintained, and that the piece is clearly reflective of the RCA
program and philosophy.

•

Conceptual fidelity means translating ideas and not just words so that RCA literature carries the same message, regardless of the publication’s language.

2. Standard evaluation procedure: To ensure that translations maintain the spirit
and integrity of the RCA message, RCA applies a standard evaluation procedure
for all languages.
3. Two phases of the evaluation: There are two phases to the evaluation process:
•

Phase I: A more detailed evaluation is applied to the Recovery Glossary and the
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materials translated with it.


•

Generally, this is the only time when the WSO Translation Committee is
directly involved in approval of the translation process.

Phase II: A simplifier process is applied to subsequent translation drafts, once
the Recovery Glossary has been approved.

In this process the LTC and the Chartering Entity affirm that an appropriate process for securing conceptual fidelity has been followed, and they
share the outcomes with the WSO Translation Committee.

4. Phase I: Evaluation of the Recovery Glossary: For the Recovery Glossary and the
materials translated with it (see paragraph 2 of Section 6 above), the LTC starts
seek- ing formal approval of their translation from the Chartering Entity, and then
the LTC shares the outcome and process with the WSO Translation Committee.
5. Two ways of evaluation: The Chartering Entity can evaluate a new translation draft
in one of the following ways:
• By experienced RCA members skilled in that language, as well as English, who
are not from the LTC.
•

By a professional who works with an experienced member of RCA.

6. Optimum if different people are used: We have found it works best when the evaluator and the translators of the draft are different people who don’t discuss the
work with each other.
• This ensures that the evaluator is neutral and concerned only with the
accuracy of the translation.
•

•

The evaluator sends an evaluation report form and a summary with
comments and suggestions directly to the Chartering Entity who engaged
the evaluator.

The evaluator’s comments are by no means a fait accompli.


The LTC is informed of the evaluator’s comments, which then allows the
LTC to consider the comments and have discussions about them.



Once that has happened, the LTC may provide the Chartering Entity
with more information about its word choices.

It is often difficult to settle on the preferred translation of specific words.

If this difficulty is encountered, the process it should be shared with
the Chartering Entity.

7. Cooperative effort: The evaluation process is a cooperative effort between the
Chartering Entity and the LTC.
• The evaluator provides recommendations, not directives, to ensure
conceptual fidelity.
•

Communication between the LTC and the Chartering Entity regarding word
choices and any need for adaptations will continue until everyone is
satisfied with the translation.
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8. Sharing with WSO Translation Committee: The process by which the LTC and the
Chartering Entity ensured conceptual fidelity must be shared with the WSO Translation Committee.
•

The committee will be responsible for recommending the translation for approv
al to the RCA-WSO Board.

•

If there are no concerns, the translation gets approved and is made ready
for printing by the agreed upon method.

9. Increasing responsibility on LTC: Basically, the process of approving translations is
one that places increasing responsibility on the LTC, as the local RCA community
grows and gains the stability to comfortably handle the responsibility.
10. Mistakes: What if after publication we find mistakes or we are not satisfied with
the quality of the translation?
• Then you can correct it.

Revisions are handled on a case-by-case basis because there are
additional considerations.

•



Basically, there are two types of revisions: technical and conceptual.
The technical revisions are usually not a problem.



If you find technical or linguistic errors (incorrect punctuation, misspellings, missing words or sentences, etc.) you need to let the WSO
Translation Committee know.



These errors will be corrected in a future printing of the publication.

It is advisable to hire an editor to review as the last step before printing.
This helps to avoid technical or linguistic problems.

11. Conceptual revisions: A conceptual revision is any change in meaning.
•

If the mistakes or the corrections you want to make are related to conceptual
fidelity matters, then the Chartering Entity has to approve the corrections
before any changes are made.

Any decision to make revisions should be carefully considered and
should always take into account what best serves the RCA community
and the couples who still suffer.


•

Resources, both financial and human, are so sparse that it is better
to avoid, or at least postpone, revisions unless they are truly
necessary.

Unless there is something significantly and conceptually wrong with the
Recovery Glossary and the pamphlets, revisions to published material may
better be postponed until after other pieces are published.


When we do work on revisions, other projects in the language group
are placed on hold until the revisions are completed.

Section 9: Our Blue Book — our experience as a global Fellowship.
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1. Personal stories: Our experience has shown that creating, collecting, and
approving personal stories is a difficult task.
•

With the Fellowship approval of the Fourth Edition of our Blue Book, we now
have a collection of personal stories that reflects the nature of the
Recovering Couples Anonymous Fellowship.

•

The personal stories in the Blue Book communicate the RCA message to
those who are looking for help, to RCA members, and to anyone who picks up
a Blue Book.

•

Because of the difficulty we have seen with local development of personal
stories, only the stories approved by the Fellowship in the Fourth Edition,
either in their entirety or a selection of them should appear in translated
versions of the Blue Book.

2. Local stories: If your RCA language community wishes to develop local stories to reflect the nature of RCA in your community, you may be able to do so in a separate
publication, clearly identified as being applicable to your community.
•

Given the difficulties that we have seen with the local development of stories,
if you wish to do this, you must contact the WSO Board of Trustees before
you begin.

•

They can connect you with RCA members who have valuable experience with
identifying the need, and creating a process that will work for local development.

3. Evaluation of local stories: We have found that early RCA personal stories were

very much about the Problem and that later stories were more about the
Solution.
•

We urge you to evaluate local personal stories with the objective of
ensuring that those you publish contain experience, strength and hope in
the recovery from dysfunctional coupleship behavior.

4. Blue Book translations: Translations of the RCA Basic text, “Recovering Couples
Anonymous”, sometimes called the “Blue Book”, should be done on the Fourth
Edition.
• There are still copies of the Third Edition in circulation, but only the current
version should be translated.

Section 10: What about Service materials and Meeting materials?
1. Funding: Occasionally communities ask us whether RCA can fund the translation of
service pamphlets and other materials.
• Service pamphlets contain practical experience gathered from the
Fellowship about how to apply RCA principles in service.
•

We consider these funding requests and apply certain criteria to help RCA
decide on funding approval.

2. Decisions: We look at the development of a community, and the status of
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translated recovery literature.
• Also considered is the level of local RCA service activity and whether a service
structure exists.
•

All these factors are considered when making funding decisions.
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Section 11: Why RCA-WSO needs to protect the Fellowship’s literature.
1. Translation Policies and Procedures: The starting point for addressing this question
is the Fellowship-approved RCA Literature Translation Policies and Procedures that
are included in Appendix A.
• These provisions were approved by our Fellowship at the 2011 annual
business meeting.
•

Pursuant to these provisions, the RCA-WSO has the responsibility to protect
the Fellowship’s copyrighted material.

2. Rationale: The rationale for these provisions is straight forward. They ensure that
the RCA Fellowship will always own our literature.
•

As a registered legal entity, the RCA-WSO can guide local translation committees in using professional translators to keep our literature protected
throughout the process.

•

Sadly, other 12-Step Fellowships have had some unfortunate experiences
with well-meaning local communities contracting translators and
professionals who translated Fellowship material on their own in ways that
did not protect the Fellowship’s interests.

•

This can lead to claims of ownership and expectations of acknowledgement
of individuals when the material is published.

3. Binding legal contracts: Most RCA communities are not registered in such a way to
enter into binding legal contracts.
• Additionally, they are not the copyright holder of the material.
•

Several times, other Recovery Fellowships have experienced a variety of difficulties that could have been avoided.

•

RCA-WSO makes all contracts regarding our RCA literature as the sole publisher, which also implies that we can protect your community should there be
a problem with a translator or printing company.

Section 12: Approval types for English-language RCA materials
you need to know.
1. Two approval types: In RCA, there are two types of approvals for our literature.
They are Fellowship approved and Board approved. Printed material is marked
with what type of approval it has.
2. Fellowship-approved. This is accomplished by having the material submitted for examination by the Fellowship and then the RCA groups vote by ballot.
• The fourth edition of our basic text (the Blue Book), “Recovering Couples
Anonymous” is Fellowship approved.
Updated through June 3, 2014
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3. Board-approved. Other materials and literature in RCA have been approved by
the RCA-WSO Board of Trustees.
• This includes pamphlets, other materials, and the book, “Step Up to Love”.
•

Note that many of the pamphlets are excerpts from the basic text and are there-

fore excerpts from Fellowship approved material.

Section 13: Which book comes first? Does it matter?
1. Our Basic Text (the Blue Book): The basic text, Recovering Couples Anonymous,
should be the first book you translate and publish as a translation.
• It is the foundational piece of literature for our program, or as the name
implies, “our basics”.
•

Most of our pamphlets and our meeting materials are excerpted from the text.

2. Step Up to Love (the Green Book): This book was written by an experienced RCA
couple as an alternate way of working the Steps in couple recovery.
• It does not directly reference the basic text.
•

Some RCA members have termed it a resource for more experienced
recovering couples.

•

It would be difficult to justify translating this book before the Basic Text.

Section 14: What is the difference between the WSO Board of
Trustees and the WSO Translation Committee?
1. Board of Trustees: The WSO Board of Trustees represents the Fellowship in the desire to promote the availability of RCA literature and materials in as many
languages as possible.
• The Board is responsible for providing direction and oversight for all
translation efforts.
•

They do what is needed to promote and encourage translations while also
ensur- ing the integrity of RCA’s message in translated material.

•

The Board of Trustees authorizes the publishing of all translated RCA material,
whereas the local RCA Chartering Entity approves the translation itself.

2. WSO Translation Committee: The WSO Translation Committee doesn’t actually
translate RCA literature, but assists LTCs by providing guidance, coordinating all
translation activities, as well as hiring professional translators and proofreaders.
• The WSO Translation Committee performs most of the actual work that is
in- volved.
•

The WSO Translation Committee will seek to secure the legal documentation
to ensure that RCA literature is protected from copyright infringement or
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misuse.
•

The WSO Translation Committee serves as the central point of contact for
all LTCs and as a resource from which LTCs can draw experience, strength
and hope.

3. Functions of WSO Translation Committee: The WSO Translation Committee handles all communications with LTCs and makes sure translation projects move
through the various development stages, through production and leading to
publication.
•

While the RCA-WSO retains the right to sell and distribute all translations of
RCA literature, the details of publishing and printing will be worked out between the RCA-WSO and the LTC after a mutual approval of the translated materials.

•

The WSO Translation Committee will follow up on the initial translation contacts with a new RCA community, answering correspondence and phone
calls and making information available to local communities.

4. Functions of the Board: The Board of Trustees receives regular updates from the
WSO Translation Committee about the work to translate into other languages,
about ongoing translation issues, and responding to concerns as directed by the
Board.
•

The committee also works with the Board when there is need for contracts
with translators, evaluators and proofreaders.

Section 15: Questions and Answers for LTCs.
1. Charging for draft copies:
Q-

Can we charge for draft translations?

A–

The ideal situation would be to give draft translations which are works-inprogress (WIPs) to members free of charge, but most RCA communities have
to cover photocopying or other production costs.

•

The money may also be needed to cover services and
committee expenses.

•

RCA communities can sell translated draft material to their
members while waiting for the completion, approval, and
publication of those works.

•

Of course, these drafts would be clearly identified as Drafts of
Trans- lated Materials.

2. Use of unapproved drafts:
Q – Can we use unapproved translation drafts in our meetings?
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A–

Absolutely! We fully understand your desire to have RCA literature to use in your
meetings. There are just a few conditions that we ask you to observe:

•

That you make copies of these drafts available to recovering couples
at RCA meetings but not to people outside of RCA.

•

That you mark on each copy “unapproved translation draft – not
for sale” so that we are in compliance with legal copyright
requirements.

•

That the draft copies have a different appearance (color, size) than
the published originals.

3. When is it “good enough”?
Q – How do we know when it is “good enough”?
A–

Remember that there is no such thing as a perfect translation.

•

As time passes, and your RCA community grows in numbers and understanding, you will almost certainly find things you want to
change in your published literature.

•

The goal of each translation committee is to provide the best
translation possible at the time.

•

Mistakes will be made and understandings will change.


Unless there is something so significantly wrong with the translation that it changes the basic message of RCA, we should
move ahead and give to others what was so freely given to us.



Small corrections can be made at a later date. Each new
translation helps ensure that the message of RCA is available
to all re- covering couples who have a desire to stop relating in
unhealthy ways and to begin practicing as a recovering
coupleship.

4. Approval of translations:
Q – Who approves translations?
A–

The Chartering Entity and the RCA–WSO Board of Trustees both have a part in the
approval of translations.

•

The WSO Board does not actually approve the translations of literature; it delegates that responsibility to the Chartering Entity in
cooperation with the WSO Translation Committee.

•

Very generally speaking:


The Chartering Entity (on behalf of its community) approves
the final translation text as it is to be printed;
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•

The Board of Trustees (through the WSO Translation Committee) verifies the components and documentation of the
process to be sure they are all in order and authorizes
publication.

All literature that has been translated and approved for printing
will have as part of the publishing legend, the wording:
“Translation of RCA approved literature.”


This sentence indicates that the translation itself has not been
approved by the WSO but that it is a translation of RCA
approved literature.

Section 16: Adapted from NA Guidelines.
These literature guidelines were adapted from the NA Guidelines with NA approval. There
is no affiliation between NA and RCA.

Appendices
Appendix A: Fellowship Approved RCA Literature Translation
Policies and Procedures.
“Since RCA Literature is the property of the RCA-WSO, all agreements or permissions to
translate RCA literature or materials shall contain, as a minimum, the following written
provisions:

1. All translations of RCA materials shall include a copyright statement covering the
RCA-WSO’s copyright of the translated materials;
2. The RCA-WSO shall have the right to sell and distribute all translations of RCA literature;
3. The entity sponsoring the translation shall provide progress reports, on a
regular basis of the translation process;
4. The entity sponsoring the translation shall submit to the RCA-WSO several copies
of all completed translated literature or materials; and
5. This policy is intended for prospective use only and shall not impose any constraints on the ongoing efforts of RCA Sweden to prepare a Swedish translation
of the Fourth Edition.”
(This policy was approved by the RCA Fellowship at the 2011 Annual Business meeting).

Appendix B: Sample RCA-WSO Translation Permission
The following form is to be used to grant permission to translate RCA literature.

“Permission to Translate RCA Literature
1. Permission: The RCA–WSO Board of Trustees grants permission to translate RCA
literature to the Literature Translation Committee (LTC) identified below.
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2. Conditions: This translation permission has the following conditions:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

The LTC is authorized to translate current RCA literature of its choice into the
language identified below.
While RCA–WSO retains the right to sell and distribute all translations of RCA
literature, the details of publishing and printing will be worked out between
the RCA–WSO and the LTC after RCA–WSO approval of the translated
materials.
The RCA–WSO is committed to supporting accurate translations and will offer
guidance as to appropriate processes for ensuring the “conceptual fidelity” of
the translated material.
“Conceptual fidelity” means translating ideas and not just words so that RCA
lit- erature carries the same message, regardless of the publication’s language.
The LTC will submit progress reports on its translation plans and efforts on a
regular basis.
The LTC may make and distribute copies of translated materials so long as they
are marked “draft” or “work in progress,” the date of the translation, and a
copy- right statement covering the RCA–WSO copyright of the translated
materials.
The draft translated materials are intended to support recovery work, as well
as leading to RCA–WSO approved translations.
The LTC will seek approval of its translations by the business meetings of the Fellowships that meet in the local language.
After approval by the business meetings of the Fellowships that meet in the
local language, the LTC is to submit copies of its final translations for the
review and approval by the RCA–WSO.
While funds are limited, when needed to support its efforts, the LTC may
request financial support from the RCA–WSO.

3. Identity of the Literature Translation Committee:
•

Local Fellowship meeting(s) that created the LTC:

•

Language of the translation:

•

The LTC’s point of contact:
____________________________________________________________
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Authorization: The permission covered by this document is granted on:

(date)

(signature)
(printed or typed name)

Chair (or Vice Chair) of the RCA Board of Trustees”

Appendix C: Policy and Procedures for the Structure Committee
WSO TASKS DELEGATED TO THE STRUCTURE COMMITTEE.
(Approved by the Fellowship at 2015 ABM)

Introduction: This policy specifies the requirements for eleven tasks delegated to the Structure
Committee, as well as the delegated authority necessary to carry out these tasks.

1. Scope: This policy delegates the following eleven tasks to the Structure
Committee. The page containing the detailed requirements for each task is shown
to the right of the task listing.
1) Providing advice to Board and Fellowship on WSO
legal obligations and on internal governing documents........................................................ 2

2) Prepare and post on website the forms, instructions,
notices, ballot, and other documents required for the ABM ................................................ 2

3) Prepare and post on website required documents for
Special By-Mail Ballots when special ballots authorized ........................................... 3
4) Prepare and post on website the committee’s recommendations
and comments, both majority and minority, on ballot proposals ......................................... 3

5) Credentialing of delegate couples for the ABM
and Board-election meeting .................................................................................................. 3

6) Under the direction of Board’s Secretary, update
and post on the website official WSO documents ................................................................. 3

7) Assist the Board with required Federal and State filings
and prepare and maintain a policy covering required filings .....................................................3

8) Requirements when committee receives assignments
from Fellowship or requests from Board ............................................................................... 4

9) Concurrent notification to Fellowship and Board when
committee’s reports or recommendations are posted on website ...................................... 4

10) Requirements when committee requests the sending of E-News
notices to Fellowship or to Group Contact Couples .............................................................. 4

11) Authorization for committee to submit motions,
reports, recommendations, or suggestions ........................................................................... 4

2. Third Concept of Service: In accordance with RCA’s Third Concept of Service, this
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3.

4.
5.

6.

policy grants the committee “sufficient authority to match its delegated
responsibilities.”

Also in accordance with the Third Concept, this delegated authority is
“subject to reporting and monitoring,” reporting to the Board of Trustees and
monitoring by the Board.”
Role of the Board of Trustees: Given the Board’s overall responsibilities for WSO
operations, it is not feasible for the Board to perform the labor-intensive work
required to perform these tasks.

Delegation of many important and labor intensive tasks to the various WSO
committees is essential so that the WSO can meet its obligations to the
Fellowship.
Bulk of the WSO work: WSO committees perform the bulk of the work within the
WSO—not the Board of Trustees.
Monitoring delegated work: Under Concept Three, the Board is responsible for monitoring all delegated tasks whether the work was delegated by the Board or by the
Fellow- ship.
Stability within the WSO: Fellowship approval of this delegation provides much
needed stability within the WSO, the kind of stability that cannot be achieved
with the approval of this policy by the current Board or by any future Board.

The detailed requirements for the delegated tasks are as follows
Task 1. Providing advice to Board and Fellowship on WSO legal obligations and on internal
governing documents: The Structure Committee is responsible for providing advice and
recommendations to the Board and the Fellowship on the following:


Provisions of law applicable to the WSO.

Nonprofit corporation law of Missouri, the state in which the WSO is incorporated.

Applicable laws of California and other states in which the WSO is found to be
“doing business.”


Under the law of various States, “doing business” means actively engaging in
transactions for the purpose of financial gain or profit—a definition that may
apply to the WSO’s sale of literature, depending on WSO activities in a State.







If found to apply, the results might include: registration and annual filing
requirements, including fees; and the assessment of taxes, including sales taxes.

Federal laws applicable to the WSO based on its status as a tax-exempt corporation
under section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code, as well as other applicable
Federal laws and regulations.

Committee advice provided on legal requirements is to be based on the standard
of “advice provided by knowledgeable lay persons”: it is not legal advice.
In addition, the committee is responsible for providing recommendations and advice
on the following documents that govern the activities of the WSO:
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RCA Bylaws
 RCA Special Rules of Order
RCA Standing Rules for Annual Business & Board-Election Meetings.


RCA’s parliamentary authority, Roberts’s Rules of Order.



Board of Trustees Policies and Procedures Manual

Task 2. Prepare and post on website the forms, instructions, notices, ballot, and other
documents required for the ABM: The Structure Committee is responsible for preparing and
posting the various documents required under the policy for the new (2015) ABM Ballot Process.


In addition, when requested during the process, the committee is to provide assistance
to RCA members and groups. Final decisions on the wording of proposals always
remain with the submitters.
Task 3. Prepare and post on website required documents for Special By-Mail Ballots when
special ballots authorized: If the Board of Trustees or assembled delegates at an Annual
Business Meeting authorize a Special By-Mail Ballot, the Structure Committee is to prepare
the ballot and the associated notice. The forms used are to be those used during the ABM
Ballot Process.

Task 4. Prepare and post on website the committee’s recommendations and comments,
both majority and minority, on ballot proposals: For proposals that appear on a ballot, the
committee is to post its comments and recommendations on each proposal on the
committee’s website page and at other website locations specified in the policy covering the
ABM Ballot Process.

Task 5. Credentialing of delegate couples for the ABM and Board-election meeting: The
Structure Committee is assigned the responsibility of credentialing the delegates attending
the annual business meeting and the annual Board-election meeting.


The credentialing responsibilities are specified in the RCA Standing Rules for Annual
Business & Board-Election Meetings. The process begins when the committee issues
and posts the Delegate-Couple Designation Form for an upcoming ABM.

Task 6. Under the direction of Board’s Secretary, update and post on the website official
WSO documents: Paragraph 4.3.3 of the Bylaws assigns to the Board’s Secretary the responsibility of maintaining all official WSO documents.


The Structure Committee is tasked to assist the Board’s Secretary by maintaining the
fol- lowing documents:


RCA Bylaws.



RCA Special Rules of Order.
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After review and approval by the Board’s Secretary, the committee is responsible
for posting these documents on the website.
When the Fellowship approves any changes to the Bylaws, the Special Rules of Order,
or the Standing Rules, the committee is to incorporate the changes into the document.

After obtaining the approval of the Board’s Secretary, the committee is tasked
to post the updated version on the website.

The committee is to maintain a copy of the previous version in the WSO archives.
The Board of Trustees may request the committee to maintain its Policies and
Procedures Manual and to incorporate newly adopted policies into the manual.

Task7. Assist the Board with required Federal and State filings and prepare and maintain a
policy covering required filings: The committee is to prepare and maintain a policy covering all
WSO filing submissions required by Federal and State law.





The initial draft and all updates are to be sent to the Board for its review and approval.
Periodically, the committee is to check for any changes to the filing requirements.
The committee is to notify the Board of any applicable changes and to provide an
updated draft of the policy if required.
The committee is to assist the Board with the submission of the required filings.

Task 8. Requirements when committee receives assignments from Fellowship or requests
from Board: Whenever feasible, the committee is to comply with assignments from the Fel
lowship and requests from the Board of Trustees.





When assignments or requests do not include complete requirements and it is not
possible to obtain clarification, the committee is to take the action it deems
appropriate.
The committee is to notify both the Fellowship and the Board of the action it intends
to take and a proposed schedule for its action.
When appropriate, the committee is to post its response on the committee’s website
page.

Task 9. Concurrent notification to Fellowship and Board when committee’s reports or
recommendations are posted on website: When the committee posts its recommendations
or reports on the website, it is required to concurrently e-mail copies to the Chair and Vice
Chair of the Board.


Concurrent notification is only for the purpose of notice: there is no requirement to
obtain prior approval from the Board.

Mutual trust within the WSO is a basic requirement for a Twelve-Step Fellowship.

Requiring approval prior to the posting of committee reports or
recommendations would amount to censorship and would violate the WSO’s
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and the Fellowship’s Twelfth-Concept commitment to democratic processes.
Requiring prior approval would also constitute an act of governance in violation
of both Concept Twelve and Tradition Two.
Concept Five requires that minority opinions be permitted to be heard
throughout the WSO. Transparency requires that they be made available to the
Fellowship.

It is the responsibility of the Chair and Vice Chair to notify the other members of
the Board.

Task 10. Requirements when committee requests the sending of E-News notices to Fellowship or to Group Contact Couples: All requests to send E-news notices to the Fellowship
or to the Group Contact Couples require the approval of the Board Chair.






In the Chair’s absence, the Vice Chair may provide the approval.
Board approval of the contents of the notice is not required.
Based on the schedule for other planned notices to the Fellowship, the Board Chair
may delay the committee’s requested notice or combine the notice with other
information being sent to the Fellowship.
When approved by the chair, the Website Committee is responsible for sending
out notices to the Fellowship or to the GCCs.

Task 11. Authorization for committee to submit motions, reports, recommendations, or
suggestions: The committee is authorized to take the following actions:




The committee may submit motions for by-mail ballots in accordance with the
applicable procedures.
The committee is encouraged to make recommendations to the Board and the
Fellowship as to actions that the committee suggests be taken.
The committee is encouraged to make recommendations to the Board and the
Fellowship as to the need for the adoption or modification of Board or Fellowship
policies.

Documents held by the Secretary of the Board of Trustees:
Copyright licenses
Literature Submission Contracts
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